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Be Poured Out
Friday at42 P. M.

MASON HOSPITAL
IS HOST SUNDAY

Civil War Fort
Was Built Here—
No Battle Fought

$1.50

COMPLETE COVELAOS OF AlaL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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show
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Tobacco producers who have not
at least an hour or more to get
materi- be explained exactly how to go squere. The Rexalls knotted the Education met Monday for a Murray Route Six Friday night at
sold 1934 crop may apply for ap- improvement articles and
if in Type, proofed. corrected, in
The board at- 10730 o'clock after living Gni, 38
als.
about getting a loan for home count in the 4th but Jones pushed regular session.
the form and the form justified. praisal and draw adjustment paythe regular business hours. Besides the parents the into
tended
and
5th
the
in
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a
over
improvements
and
modernization
The event, at which various apment. This will cost 50c per hunof allowing claims and accepting fant is survived by a brother Jack
We are requested to announce
Please co-operate with us by
6th to win going away.
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Washington by May 30. See the ed will be held from 1 p. m. until and distributors
wish. to get anything in the
ing S bring church Sunday; May
R,,.Russell; .T. School, a one room setnseit-siaffieir AUlatatis-*Welh-biettcounty agent at once if you wish 10 p. rn, both days and will I% M tiliesehrow will be published next
Lee Norsworthy.
burnecl about two months ago,
paper.
12, at 11 o'clock.
Banks. T. Bell
week.
South
on
barn
big,
frame
the
A.
C.
Cochran,
T.
this
done.—J.
Everybody invited.
Plan Short Program of Music and
Talks on Court House Square;
Public Invited.

A Civil War Fort was built
in Murray during the fighting
between the North and South
but no battle was held here, B.
F. Schroeder states. The fort.
built by Yankees, was located
on South Fourth street on the
hill just South of the present
site of the Murray Consumers.
Residents nearby prepared to
move their homes to be out of
the expected battle but without
notice or ado the troops moved
away and no battle was fought.
Little sign was left by the
troops as intrenchments were
shallow and their occupantion
was short.
Only a few Murray residents
know this fact Mr. Schroeder
stated and although little Civil
War history was made here, it
has historical interest.

CROWDS IMPROVE
AT SOFTBALL PLAY

EX-LOCAL WOMAN
SLAIN BY HUSBAND

Frank-Heleorrib to
Manage Porter Co.

M. H. S. Juniors
To Give Play

J. W. Cannon, of
Bahanan, Is Dead

Tigers To Play — -Grove 9 Friday

Pete Wright In
Wrestling Event

District Woodmen
Meeting at Paducah

M. H S. Society To
'Murray Musicians
Present Prpgram
Go To Memphis

We Go to Press at
10 ti. m.Thursday

Begin Walks To
College Stadium

'TONE
iKEL
[age'

41E

Home Appliance and Improvement
Show To Be Held Here May 17-18

Benton Pastor At
Sinking Spring 12—

.s._
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Services Saturday
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for the last eight years. Mrs. C. Is Mrs. Price DOyle, Mr- 'end Mrs, lag. In repose her features ex- and escaped to her country home
Shartsciroulth Made pretty add ap- Warren Angell, Mr. and Mrs pressed great reserve and self con- before the news of her return
Franklin Inglis, W H. Fox, Arthur trol-there was a certain aloofness. could leak out. In 1907 she reprepriate presentation remarks
The club voted to sponsor a Meyer, MIAs Marjorie Barton and On sericeir observers, she pro- ceived the "Order of Merit" from
duced: an impreation of unusual King Edward VTI.
, -pantomime, The Enchant- her mother Mrs. Barton,
-- eat Itleilissence and her
Garden", to be put On by the
After the Crimean War . Miss
talk was clever and amusing when Nightingale established 'The
pupils of Mary Frances Spears in Arts And Craft ClUb
Meets
she was "tempted to shine in so- Nightingale School For Nurses"
June. Proceeds will go to the
ciety".
milk fun
with funds known as the "Nightpollard entertained ,p-Misspelightingale
Mrs.
M.
.
R.
had -an unusual- ingale Fund" raised by her - loyal
110, Mason: Mrs J. W.
44rs.;
Craft
Club
and
a
the
,
Arts
and
ly good and stimulating general trielicla in appreciation of her
Carr, and Mrs. C. A. Bishop wilr
Gem for this pare should be submitted not lister than 'Poesday
at her home Wednes- education for a girl of her time.
represent the Murray chib at the few visitors
work in the war. She described
aftartiooa each week.
afternoon.
day
At the age of 17 she was taken her training school thus: 'The
State Meeting in Dawson Springs
spent informally eh:road
hours
were
_The
and
traveled
The present general Officers were
through training school is the home-a
and an elaborate salad course was France, northern Italy,
with eight lighted hosts for the social hour.
A cake
Mrs N. A. Housden
Switzer- place of moral, religious and pracserved.
land. and Geneva. A few years tical training-a place for, training
candles was the centerpiece on the
Honored On Birthday
Present were as follows:
later she spent a winter in Egypt, of character, habits, intelligence, as
table where sandwiches and ice Training'School Mothers
Williams,
Mrs.
0.
J.
Mrs. Tom
May 5, the children cream were served.
On Sitridasy,'
the spring in Greece and several well as nursing." At this time she
Club Meets
Jenninss, Mrs. Charles Partner, months in Germany.
and friends of Mrs. N. A. Housden
Those present were:
During her wrote "Notes on Nursing," a treagather at her home near Kirksey.
The Training School Mothers Mrs. Geo. Hart. Mrs. Genoa Greg- travels she always visited hos- tise on nursing and the
Betty Hastay. Barbara Chambers,
best known
En honor of her 65th birthday, .
Elizabeth Alvey„ ...Arline Coghill, Club had the last meeting of the ory, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr., pitals ,watched the famous sur- of her works. She was officially
Mrs, Solon Higgins. Mrs. Charlie geons at work and
A delightful dinner was spread Virginia
Phillips, year Friday afternoon.
Wilson, Sue
studied the consulted during the American
at the noon hour.
Mrs. Joe Lovett presided over Moore.
methods of nursing employed in Civil War.
Oneida Francis, Jean Cooper, MayMrs. Mayme Randolph, MISS the different countries.
The honoree received many nice nard Hastay. Joe Pat Johnson. a short business session. The club
She is the subject of a beautigifts.
Miss Nightingale's heart and ful poem by Longfellow-"Santa
Billie Adams, Marion White. Gar- presented two beautiful prints of Ruth Cutchin, Mrs. Melus Linn,
Those present were as follows: land Strother and Vivian Sue "Christ and the Doctors" by Hof- Mrs. Jesse Wallis, Mrs. Henry Gat- thoughts from early childhood Filomena", and the
popular estiMr. and Mrs. Thomas Housden Bell.
man, to the firsand third grades lin._ Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. Ben were much occupied with religious mate of her
character and mission
Miller,
Mrs,
L.
K
Mrs.
Tar
Day,
Keys,
prizes.
May
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Everett
attendance
as
Mrs. Frank White and Miss
inclinations. She was early ob- was summed up in . a particularly
Motestien Mr. and Atm Opal Hous- Mari- Bell assist
MB in -the- milk project and ether inter- Owen, Mrs Bonnie Houston, Mrs, Walled With - the longing to bring felicitous-anagram, "Flit on, VoirGatlin
Clopton,
Miss
Emily
Ween
Clay
were
discussed.
den aod_farnily, Mr. and Mrs.
este
entertaining the children.
and Conti:1h to the suffering ing Angel".
• •
• • •• •
•.• • •
Officers for 1935-36 elected were
PriMMINIbud family, Mr and Mrs.
'world. Her first living patient was
Miss Nightingale died August 13,
Thornton
Ward
President, Mrs. A. D. Butter- Mrs. Ethel
Charley Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Miss Ella Edwards Weds
a shepherd's dog. As she grew 1910. The offer of burial in WestWeds E. W. Lassiter
worth. •
Bird. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paschall
older the purpose of caring for the minister Abbey was declined for
Mr. Curtis Rye
Vice-president, Mrs. Hester Waland tamily. Mr. and Mrs Lucian
sick and sad grew more and more she Tett directions that her burial
wedding
of
interest
here
is
A
Mr. and Mrs. Don Edwards of ker.
Lockhart Mr. and Mrs. Holhe
that of Mrs. Ethel Thornton Ward fixed. Great difficulties Stood in should be of the- simplest She
Murray announces the marriage of
Secretary, Mns. Zelna Carter.
Watson.
„
her way of becoming a nurse. The was buried beside her father and
Treasurer. Mrs. Wade Craw- to K W. lassiter.
Mx. and Mrs. R A. Joists. Mr. their daughter Elta to Curtis Rye.
objections were made on moral mother in the little country church
The
ceremony
was
said
at
8
and Mrs. Ben Cain and son. Mrs. The wedding took place Saturday. ford.
o'clock Sunday morning, May the and social grounds as the work yard near Embly, and her monuLee Norsworthy. Mr. and Mrs. February 16, in Detroit, Mich.
A most pleasing program was
fifth,
at the home of the bride on Was, at that time, considered un- irient bears the simple inscription:
The bride wore a grey tailored given as follows:
Parker Harrell. Mr. and Mrs. Ura
worthy of an educated woman.
F. N.
Playlet. -The Train". Puppet *est Poplar. The Rev. A. K Las- Her parents strongly opposed her
Houser .and baby. Mrs. Mable suit with accessories of navy blue
Born May 12. 1820
siter of Paducah, brother of the
Show, first grade children.
Pierce and son, Mrs. Opal John- and silver.
in her desire to nurse.
Died August 13, 1910
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs. _ Violin Solo, Miss Gwenddlyn groom, officiated at the quiet and
son. MrI. Nancy Harrell, Mr. J. L
It was not until the Crimean.
serySce.
Berry. accompanied by Miss Myrla impressive
Frizell...Mr.
Hubbard
Woods., Treemon McDermott.
The rooms were pretty with a War :1854-56) that Miss Nightin.Mr. Rye is also formerly of Cal- Peck.
Thomas Hlakley.
of spring flowers and gale got her great opportunity.
variety
living
his
parents
loway
county,
"The
Persian
Lois- Stied. Verlie Holmes, Hall
Vocal Numbers.
formed
a
lovely back ground for She:: was placed by the British
Mr.
Rye
Cherry.
but
young
Garden". "De Sandman", college
Edwirdn't Linn Edwards, Homer near
the
bride,
an attractive brunette, government at the head of a unit
Ford
High School Exercises
G. Johtri. Pat Harrell!' Durwood has been employed by the
boys quartet
wore
a
medium
blue suit with of -forty women nurses whom she
School activities are in season
• Potts,
, and Harry Lee potts, Motor Co. of Detroit for the past
Talk,. "Gossamer Wings", Mrs.
took to Crimea.
This unusual
—
accessories.
grey
which attracts our attention to the
Lomax "Lee
Housden. Muteene five years.
J."C. Barr. Mrs. Lassiter is the daughter of expedition excited lively interest very splendid and successful term
They are making their home at
Lockha4S Virginia Edwards, Christ
Vocal Solos, "Wonderful Mother
as the employment of women
Thornton
and
the
late
Mrs,
Henry
tine Jones, Iva Mae Woods. Hilda 144 Pasedena, Highland Park. Mids. of Mine". -Smilin Through", Mrs.
nurses was entirely novel in this just closed at Hardin in which
Mae Johnson, Gladys Hasiks.
L. J. Horn's accompanied by Mrs. H. D. Thornton of this city. She country, as was indeed the plac- Calloway was represented by Virversatile
woman
is
a
talented
and
• • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. G. a Pennebaker G. T.
ing of a woman in any position of ginia Moore and others. The week
was taken up with the following
E. D. C. To
were hosts to the Friday night
Lovely refreshments were served. imbued with sterling qualities. public- responsibility
except the
been
connected
with
the
She
has
bridge club.
Meet MOW
The large, table was pretty with
throne. By the end of the war events: Sunday evening, baccalaurKentucky-Tennessee'
Light
&
A party plate was served. '•
a lace cloth, pink tapers and a
Miss Nightingale had under her eate sermon by Bro. 0. A. Marrs
The 17. D. C's will meet MonPresent were:
pink hyrdangea as a centerpiece. Power Co. office here.
supervision
125 nurses. By this' of Marray; Monday evening, class
- day. May 13. at 2:30 o'clock at
Mr. Lassiter is the son of Mr.
party by Virginia Moore in Dexter
Dr and Mrs. Herbert Drennon. Miss Jane Oliver served at the
vicirk
she
had
broken down. a
the horde of Mrs. Albert Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherfflue Mr. punch bowl. She was assisted by Enos Lassiter of this county. He
at her home with the following
"Chinese
Wall"
of
prejudice
With
Officers. for next: year will be and-Mrs. J. 14. Brapch. Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Pennebaker. lifts. As D., 'has been in business in Little
present: Miss Gladys Jones, teacher
__elected and all members are urged Mrs M. G. Carmen. Dr. and Mrs. Butterworth. Mrs. John Farmer: Rack. Ark., for the last 24 years regard to occupatton -of women as and sisoiseeT, RuttisAntle Cope,
nurses
but
nothing
permanent
had
•to be pi,t'
N. M Atkins. and the has.
Mrs. Carl Brown. Mrs. Jack Ken- and recently returned tee hfiirray been established. Her work • during lie May Lylei, Edna Earl Anderwhere he is local :manager for
nedy. and Mrs. "Hall Hood.
the war on sanitary and adminis- son, Billie Jones. Mable Brown,
:
Vivian Sue Bell Honored
the Sun-Life Assurance Company.
May Meeting of Woman's
There were ninety present.
trative reforms had been useful David Booker. Edd Kellow, Joe
,
After
a
short
wedding
trip
they
Club Is Held
Mrs. •• George Bell entertained
lessisis. She led in the clean-up Edd Cope, James Crosby. Refreshtheir
keine
on
North
will
make
ments were served in class colors,
Goshen Missionary
of hospitals. making whol
with a 4arty Wednesday afternoon,
The --,allroman's Club had the
Fourteenth street.
pink and white.
Society Meets
-- April 244 at her home on Pasadena. lam-- b*iness fitketing of the cluti
habitations of the noiseome.
Tuesday el:ening: junidr-senior
Street, Highland Park. Mich..- hon- year. Thursday lzritoon. at the
lential pens of agony, for sick and
The goshen Missionary Sdoiety. Home Department Will Meet
oring hisr daughter. Vivian Sue. home of Mrs. W.
wounded soldiers, who so loved banquet at Collegiate bin. Murray.
, met at the church Tuesday interMason.
With Mrs. Carman
Who was celebrating her eighth
This gentlewoman, that they af- Decorations were in class colors
Projects were cliiiussed and final noon. May 7. The following probirthdass. '
Home
Department
of
the
fectionatety
The
s
called her "The Lady
reports given.
gram was given:
Woman's. Club will meet at the of the Lamp," and, it is said, kissed
New officers for 1915-36 were inGames and contests were enOpenirg Song, No. 10..
home of Mrs. M. G. Carman next her shadow as she
joyed 4nd prizes were awarded
The kingdom Coming.
Mrs. W. H.'Mason *as given a
Betty Hastay. Billie Adams. and
Scripture Reading by Mrs. J Thursday afternoon at 3 ,o'clock. beds of pain at night.
She collaborated with such men
lovely gift by the club members E. Waldrop. president
Marion 'White.
Mr. And Mrs. Scherffius
at, Lister, Cohn snnd Parkes on
The h;alioree received many love- as a token of appreciation of her
Prayer-Mrt, Will Ray.
.
Entertain Georgia Guest
=faint:es-science. The result was
ly gifts..
services as president of the chili
Reading. 'The Gospel To. The
wonderful program on, sanitaSlaves''. Mrs. Graham Bibb.
Mr. and Mrs B. F. ScherffiuS
and hygiene for the English
Talk. -The Gospel Of Today for entertained with a dirmer party
in India, for which, work
Two Races", by Mrs. Lewis Hard- for Mr. Horace Presson of Atlanta.
she was called the Health Missioning.
•
Ga., at their home on West Main ary for India. Her work
with the
Topic: "Our Personal Obliga- street. on Tuesday evening, May
Ish Government on plans for
tions. Also st latter read frons Mrs. 7. at Six o'clock.
hottpitals and,, Military Reform is
Fs S. Burnham on "Spiritual Life"
Those included were:
one, of her greatest achievements.
by Mrs. J. E. Waldrop.
Mr. Horace Presson. Atlanta, At the this time she wrote
"Notes
Booklet, read .on _A:be Lile . of."Ga., Mrs. H. Pressers. Prof. and
Mttictmg - me-- Health, Efficiency
Susanna Wesley."
Mrs. F. 'D.- Mellen. Mr. and Mrs. ind- Hospital Administration of
the
"Mother and Preacher of Right- B. F. Scherffius. Mr. and Mrs T.
equsness". Mrs. Will Ray and Mrs. G. Rogers, Prof. Forrest Pogue, British Army," which is the most
remarkable of her works and the
Coy Hale.
Mrs: K B. Ludwick, 'Mrs. Charlie least known.
The enthusiasm
Song, :No. 19, Jesus Calls4.1Is.
Crlawford, Miss Nancy Mellen,. aroused in England by Miss NightBenediction, •Mrs, Will Ray.
Miss
Mary
Mellen.
Miss
Peggy
ingale's labours was indescribable.
• • • •. •
Presson. Paul Roger's.. Miss Janice In recognition of her services to
Robert James Stubblefield
Crawford. Pat Rogers, Miss Frances the British Soldiers in a war on
Celebrates 11th Birthday
Rogers. and Mr. Charles Scherffius. Turkish soil. England ordered a
s
Mr. Presson expects to be in Man-of-War to bring her home
,
Robert James Stubblefield celedays,
visiting
his
town
several
and London prepared to give her
brated
his seventeens
birthday
Mrs. Presson a triumphant
Monday, May 6. with a dinner wife and daughter.
reception, but she
at
the
.Wooldrdige
and
Peggy
live
preferred to return quietly in a
and slumber party at his home.
apartments.
A lovely dinner was served at
French ship, crossed to England
six o'clock. Pictures of the group
were made and informal enterENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
tainzue_l_lia -followed.
—STOP AT —
Present were:
Florence Nightingale was born
Charles Robertson.--Mait Miller, in Florence. Italy. May 12. 1820.
YEACH
'
S
James Knight Parker. Joe Tom She was the child of well-to-db
Parker. A. B. Waters. Rob Bradley, English people and was-born while
Jane. Melugirs Lewis Charles Ryan her parents were touring on the
and John Outland.
continent and was' named after her
• • • • •
Italian birthplace.
Miss NightWHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Nominations Made
Shortest and Best Routes to
ingale was always serious minded,
Chicago and Si. Louis
For Prom Queen
While not strictly beautiful. she.
•
FREE INFORMATION
was remarkable for geace of figure
to all points, north and west ,
Nominations were oade Tuesand movement, for a shapely head, REST ROOMS FREE ICE WATER
day for queen Of the, juritorssemor
_ SINCLAIR GAS and OILS
a sweet voice and the air of a
prom to--15Es held at the college
woman of unaffected high breeds We- especially invite our Kentucky
this
week
end. Four . young
ladies of- murray.
or-the
4
,
college. were named in the list
of ten. The nominees are: M:
Katie Irvan. Miss Virginia
ridge. Miss Christine J.
and Miss Dorothy Rowland. Ms
ray. and MIA Loesine -Quertermos
Salem. Frances Henson, LaCenter.
Ruth
Adams. Paducah,
Ethel
Quarles. ,Lone Oak
Joy Bios
Adams. Mayfield. and Linda
*IL Jo* T. Lovett, Bilitop

Phone 3&13, fieaise

Dexter News

brothers, Tom and Culley Nesbitt
with their families live in this vicinity and the other brother. Edgar
of Detroit, arrived Sunday with
his wife and baby for the services.
attendants
5'
' out-of-town
were Mr. and Mrs. McCarless, Mrs.
L A. George, Mrs. George S.
Howell, Mrs. W. G. Vernon, Mrs.
D. H. Shelton, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wiseman, Elder and Mrs.
Thaxbon W. Whorton, Miss Daisy
Coffer, Miss Mabel Hooker, Miss
Helen Coursey, , Harold Wliernan,
Mrs. Mary Tate, Mrs. Hattie Duckworth and Mrs. CourseY all of
Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. .B. G.
Wilson of Memphis, and also a
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Dunn from a dischildren of Farmington were Sun- tance.
day evening guests of Mrs. Will
Read the Classified' Cohens.
Reeves.
Mr. and Mrs Euing Barnett of
Paducah spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Minus Barnett.-C. A.

with white tables
rranged in
shape of -11".
Widansday evening: class night,
with a aphuidid and appropriate
aregrain %edged by the junior
-:• -f**+"
- class.
Friday evenings commencement
exercises. Music by Miss Agnes
Johnston and Glee Club. invocation, Bro. Underhill, pastor M. E.
church; salutatory, James Crosby;
valedictory, Mable Brown; address, Hon. Geo. Bingham, of Mayfield; presentation of diplomas by
Prof. F. G. Holland, assisted by
by Miss Gladys Jones; senior song
by the class; benediction.

Sundayis
MOTHER'S

S..PleasantGrove_l_

DAY'

.
•
Juliari.Cooper and Miss Chettie
May Orr have measles..
Prayer meeting at Mr. and Mrs.
Quitman Walker's next Saturday
night with Mr. Tinsley as leader.
Considering the bad weathot, we
had a good attendance last Saturday evening in the home of Mr.
Tinsles's. Why not you, who cannot attend at church, do as many
communitiees have done, have cottage prayer meetings.
Nesbit Death
This _communitY was saddened
last Thursday to receive the message of the death of Elder Rob.
Nesbit, formerly of this vicinity.
at El Paso, Texas, where. he had
undergone an operation for appendicitis and where with his
family he went several months ago
in interest of his health.
Bro.
Nesbit's mother, Mrs. 011ie Nesbit,
a sister, Mrs.- Hub Dunn, two

on her day with a
box of
Whitman's, or

Gale's Chocolates . .. the

VETERINARIAN
s

REMEMBERMOTHER

Liggett's,

Dr. Earl Adams

•

sweetest story ever told.

LICENSE NO. US

I was licensed to practi Veters
-is'ss-sy--geesessne. snrae.6,- and- -w
is
sn.
tistry Sept, 27. 1916, the date when
all other veterinarians were granted license in this county.

specialty wrapped
fOr her and will be an appreciated reminder.

Located at

ale, Stubblefield
& Company

A. C. BEAMAN'S BLACKSMITH
SHOP
Murray, Ky.
PHONE 290
Opposite Jail.
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Purchased.in our store the remainder of
this week
•

REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

— in—
Observance of National Cotton Week

REMEMBER

1

1

Neely's New Store
IN HAZEL

• , •16,10:11.

I

A

you

with a long
We arenot going to titirden
list of artiele§ and prices at this time, but invite yo'tt

•
L. R. Putnam
Honored

to visit our stofe in Hazel.

•

Members of the ,facults, of-Mtirs
ray . State ,College music dePgrtrnent were entertained. Monday
evening at the home tit Mr. and
Mrs. L. R. Putnam complimentary
to Mr. Putnam on his birthday. A
two ctiurse luncheon was served.
Those includede were: Mr. and

See the-QUALITY AND PRIC,ES of the roods'
and the kind of treatment you get.

We have a complete line of Staple Groceries, Hardware, Queensware, Stoneware and Enameled Goods.
We have the most complete line of
Congolpum and Linoleum Rugs ever
shown in Hazel.
See Our Patterns and Get Our Prices

NOTICE)
Highest Market Price for
WOOL

IT MUST BE A SQUARE DEAL AT
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'for Highest Market Prices
Bring Your
CHICKENS AND EGGS

H. I. NeelyA Son

—40.4
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wst HIGHWAV-fusi
urSt of
Murray,
End Filling Station
at West

1935 Is
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Home 'Building
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Florence Nightingale

FOR CASH
SEE OUR WINDOWS

- I
.

Ma

Hazel Ky.

Year.,,

This is the year to improve or remodel your home.
Make those alterations and repairs that will bring your
home up to date. Make it more livable and salable._
Qu&ity material is one of the important factors and
we are prepared to furnish, as well as advise you, about
your building plans.
PAINTS, VARNISHES, GLASS, BUILDERS
HARDWARE,ROLL ROOFING,COMPOSITION SHINGLES, LUMBER,
SASH, DOORS

11

Employ a reputable painter and use PATTOW5
t
SUN-PROOF PAINTS

Calloway County L er_i

filk-

Telephone 72

Murray, Ky.
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Nesbitt
this vir. Edgar
iy with
services.
tandants
ess, Mrs.
orge S.
an, Mrs.
Qrs. Arid Mrs.
is Daisy
er, Miss
Vlseyoart
e Duck.
all of
_B. G.
also a
a dis-

SEVERAL IN HAZEL
CALLED BY DEATH

panion, Connie
Mood y, suffered cuts and bruises and was
treated at the Keys-Houston Clinic

in3M
urIlirray
al services were held here
,o110,;:ars: 4kowtrat stew were conducted by the Rev. J. N. Miller, of
Robert Nesbit, Former Resident,
Puryear. .
Dies In Texas; Youth Killed
He leaves several brothers and
Hoar Puryear.
sisters. One of his brothers met
death at Bruceton, Tenn., about
Thou D. Outland, 77, of Hazel,
10 years ago by falling under a
died at his home here last week.
moving train. •
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Docia Tyler and Mrs. E. M.
Jim Morgan, 57, died at his home
Mason; four sons, &War, Leonard,
at Buchanan, Tenn., Monday of this
Herbert, and Seldun Outland, all
week of heart failure. He was
of Hazel. His wife died about two
the son of the late I. W. Morgan.
ago.
. Outland came to Hazel about He is survived by his widow and
four chilciren,one boy and three
ears ago from Cherry Corner.
girls; five brothers, Pleas, Alvin,
lie served Hazel as city marshall
Jesse, Torn and Ruff Morgan; two
a number of years. Burial was in
sisters, Mrs. Fred Willis and Mrs.
Cherry
the
cemetery:
Fonnie Dunn.
He was a member of the Church
Robert Nesbit, who formerly of Christ and an upright citizen.
lived.g.itbis place, died in El Paso,
Funeral services were conducted
Texas, Wednesday_ of fast week. at Ruchonan Vilaclzesdity by El&
remains
were
brought
to
Hazel
The
W. E. Morgan. Burial was in the
for burial. Funeral services were Bethel cemetery, near Buchanan.
held from the Green Plain. Church
of Christ by Elders Pittman and
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly and
Hill of Nashville, Tenn.
Mr.. and Mrs. D. C. Clanton were
- Mr. Nesbit was a World War in Padocah Sunday, visiting Rev.
veteran and_ came back from the
and Mrs. J. E. Underwood.
service broken In health and has
Mr. and Mrs. Coil Overcast were
been an invalid since that time. in Murray
Tuesday.
He was a minister of the Church
Mrs. Grady Miller of Murray is
of Christ.
here this week visiting in the
He is survived by his wife,
home of Mrs. Fenna Meador.
Dunn
Nesbitt,
who
operated
Ina
R. W. Greene of Mayfield was
the Hazel telephone exchange a in Hazel Tuesday on business.
•
number of years.
miqs Corinne Nelson of Benton
Quite a number/Of Elder Nes- is in Hazel the guest of
Mr. and
bit's friends froth NashviEts at- Mrs. W. D. Kelly.
tended the funeral services.
Mrs. Polly Denham Guthrie of
Detroit, Mich., is visiting in the
Sherman Berkely, 22 year41.1d- home of her father, J. W.
Denham.
son of. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Berkely,
Mrs. Grace Wilcox is in Memwhq live near Conyersville, Tenn.. phis this week visiting her aunt,
met death on the highway near Mrs. Rebecca Meloan.
Puryear Wednesday night during
Miss Laura Mae Hill of Paris
the electrical storm when his car visited in the home of Mr. and
plunged into a ditch. His corn- Mrs. A. H. McLeod Sunday.
Mrs Reba Maxey and son Billie
and brother Huron Lamb of St.
Louis, are here, guests of Mr. and
Chiropractor
Mrs. Rob Bray and other relatives.
Office at Home', 609 West Main . O. B. Turnbow, Darwin White,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
c•
.101.tilelon..and
4. Id. Marshall attended the'DemoIn Afternoon
cratic
Rally in Mayfield Monday
1 F. id to 6 P. M.
night.
Mrs. Bettie Provine of Paris is
in Hazel visiting her parents, Etc
and Mrs. W. F. Bray and other
relatives. '
J. T. Burton of the New Providence section was in Hazel Monday.
Mrs. Buster
Jones
and son
were.in Murray last week on business.
T. 0. Baucom, Manager, of the
Jackson Purchase Oil Co., of Murray, was in • Hazel' ,on business
Wednesday.
•
Mrs. Ira Lassiter, who has been
liar--home in West Hazel
for the past several weeks, is better at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Freemon Fitts have
been in Se. Louis for the past few
days buying goods for their new
store in Hazel.
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Summer Outing
Days Are Soon!

(1)

Get the Family Car
in Tip Top Shape

Card of Thanks

-The- first wapn days
will mean a jatint ocross
country or an outing for
the family.
WEICAN SAVE FOR
YOU

-

on batteries, on Fisk tires
and tubes, car polishes &
cleaning equipment.
Seat covers-straws or
your
protect
fabrics,
clothes and upholstery.

MURRAY, AUTO
PARTS CO.

We take this method of expressing our appreciation to those who
were so kind to us in the recent
Illness and death of our beloved
wife and mother. -The tender
sympathy and faithful service of
our neighbors is acknowledged and
we extend our thanks to Dr. Rob
Mason for his untiring service in
our hour of distress. May God
bless you all.-W. F. 'Smith and
children.

Notice
On the-'27th day of May, 1935,
the .undersigned- as administrator
for W. G.- Lamb, will file a settlement in the Calloway County
court.
CARL B. KINGINS,
Adm. W. G. Lamb Estate

For Mother's Day

Change Date For
Student Recital

Should darken this sacred day.

Hospital News

N

()

•

And the ride/ Smooth, Rowing, relaxed. By synchronised springing, bal.
anced weight and 6-passenger, midsection seating, Nash engineering puts
a new road under your wheels.
Nash is out in front in safety, too. All-steel, one-piece body ... super
hydraulic brakes ... safety, front-hinged, front doors.
Cbme in and drive this car!

NASH

SIX

PASSENGER
FACTORY
VICTORIA $825 ° a

Mesh Autentatio Crui•ing Gear is Standard Equipment on All Ambassador
Model. Optionel at Slight Extra Coet on Advanced Eight and Advanced Si..

SEE THE HASH-BUILT 1935 LAFAYETTE,$580 AND UP F. Q. IL FACTORY
(Al!Price. Subjetc! to Change Panrout Notice-Special Ppritoriont Extrel

SOUTH FOURTH STREET

PHONE 373

Term examinations were "glycol
Tuesday and Wednesday of GIL_
week.

Senior Class Play
A large crowd attended the bac._
The second senior ciass play,
"Close..Lips" will be given here calaureate sermon Sunday afterSaturday evening, May 11. The noon and heard the Rev. E. B
production is coached by Mr. Motley speak on "The Tests of
Arnett.
L110."
The cast includes:

Mrs. Radcliffe, John Clay's sister,
Geneva Hunter. •
Terry Radcliffe, Matthew Radcliffe's daughter, Charlotte Jor- Hanging moods and passing fancies
Mark the course of mortal life.
dan.
Mammy Jinny, the devoted cook, Friendship rare and passion tender
,
-Come and go midst cheer and
Rubye Doores.
strife.
Patricia
Stone, Pat) Terry's
friend, Estelle West.
Willie Stone, Patricia's husband. Yet one emotion lives Eternal,
Charigeless„
. endless, pure, subline,
Hewlett Cooper.
Jeff, the colored gardener, Ortis 'Tis Mother's love, divine, supernal,'
That spells devotion 'till end of
Key.
Star Bliven, a little waif, Opal
Mae Erwin.
Bart Clay, John's seas-DWI", The lova you gave to lead My
_
gleton.
-- - llfe, -- -ways
more
full
and fine
Through
Matthew Radcliffe, Bart's adopand true
ted father, Codie Lee Caldwell,
John Clay, a convict, Rudolph Has grown within my heart and
now
Howard.
Returns a thousand fold to you.
Composed by Noble V. Riley.
School Picnic Friday, May 10
April 27, 1918, for his mother.
The annual school picnic will be
Friday, May 10. The students will
go to Fort Massac, Illinois.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds

Mother's Day

We Wash 'Em in

PURE SOFT WATERNow

is the time to have your ...
BLANKETS and QUILTS
Cleaned and put away for Summer

MURRAY LAUNDRY
R.

M. POLLARD,

Manager.

Telephone 303

Almo High School

ea$

Globe Fertilizer
Is The World's Best
YOU CAN GET THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF ACTUAL AVAILABLE
PLANT FOOD IN THE BEST
MECHANICAL CONDITION
FOR THE LEAST AMOUNT.
OFMONEY

NOTICE
Building Ordinance

Notice to Stock
Breeders

Sold hi Murray by
AD.
ma%

L F. THURMOND
South 2nd Street

-,111$1
AialM•
WIMP

Phone 386-i

IMP

OWN*
WION.

▪
nag
-

WANT YOUR CAR
TO RUN BETTER?
TO RIDE SMOOTHER?
TO OPERATE MORE ECONOMICALLY?

Notice
• •.• •

On the 27th day of May. 1935.
the undersigned as Administrator
of Ray Outland estate will file
a settlement in the Calloway
County Court.
Carmon Outland. Adrnn.
Roy Outland

Good Policy

BARGAINS, Bargains-1 used late
model round bobin Singer Sewing
Machine, and a lull course in
home sewing. for $42.50. Also 1
vacuum Cleaner with all the attachernents, $12.95. Singer Se*ing Machine Co.. In Love Studio;
L. C. Robinson, Mgr.
ltp
HELM'S NATIONALL FAMOUS
CHICKS-Low Summer Prices.
Highest Leghorn Pen Illinois Egg
Contest. Officially Pullorum test- ed. Approved. Matings contain
hundreds pedigreed males. Hatchery, Paducah, Ky.
M23p

SO LONG AS NO
LOSSES
OCCUR!
Green Beans, nice,
It is the
2 pounds
15c
ADJUSTMENT
New Potatoes. 6 lbs....25c
Sugar, 10 pounds
50c
and the
Dixie Limited,
PAYMENT OF • FLOUR,
24-lb. bag
78c
CLAIMS
FLOUR, Kitchen Queen,
that prove the
24-lb. bag
95c
WORTH
FLOUR, Gold Leaf,
24-lb. bag
of any policy,
GR
2A
-lb
H
.AbM
oxCRACKERS,
$11.13
22c
FAIR AND PROMPT
VINEGAR, qt. jug .
.10c
ADJUSTMENT
LARD, COMPOUND,
IS OUR
29c
2 lbs.AIM
15c
BANANAS, dozen
bet
28c
qt.
PRUNIL
JUICE,
FRAZEE, BERRY &
Paper Napkins,
MIELUGIN, Inc.
10c
SO to pkg.
General Insurance and
BONDING
First,kAgor Gatlin Buil
TR' ONE 331

TOMATO JUICE, American
.15c
Lady, 24-oz. for
No. 2 can Bartlet
AKED PEARS

23c

Arm & Hammer Soda,

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE

Lynn Grove High

NOTICE
Shingle Roofs

Then Get One of Our 47 Point
Specialized Lubrication Jobs

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
-PHONE 107W.

"It does make a difference
who writes your insurance"

1011111111111111111111111111111

3 for
Iodized SALT,
24-oz. pkg.

10c

75c

FOR SUMMER REPLACE
THIN TIRE DANGER with
rirt0011. SAFETY

AT SILKY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY

H. CARTER

DIAGNOSTRICIAN

Ten Years Experience

•••••

-

Dependable

TOLLEY & CARSON FOOD MARKET

ASH ha:salads cross-Country, morning-till-night, day-after-day travel
unbelievably comfortable. easier on you, easier on the car.
One big reason is the new Automatic Cruising Gear, which goes into action
automatically at 40 to 45 miles per hour. It reduciss engine speed and
engine effort 30%. High speed without high-speed noise and without
high-speed gasoline consumption.

PAGE THREP-

I would wish as they face the sunWhat could I wish for mothers,
set
-rat, ,
They could smile o'er work well
The date for the student musical
Tnk surely on this one day of the
done,
recital to be presented by the
year,
And could realize more as the
Murray State College music deRaw leigh The mothers deserve the hest.
WANTRD for
MAN
years roll by
partment has been changed from
Real
opportunity
for
Route.
That their pleasures had just
Thursday night, May 9, to Monday
right man. We help 'you get I could wish them sudden riches,
begun.
night, May 13. The change was
started.
Co., Or social success and power,
Write
Rawleigh
-The Chatterbox
prompted by the change in the
Dept KYZ-181-0, reeport, Ill. ltp Or that a dip in the fountain of
date for the athletic carnival. The
of youth
recital will begin at 8:15 o'clock
FOR SALE-good Red Top Hay, 2 Might wash away age for the
with Loren Putnam, tenor and
miles South on Amite 5, W. F.
hour.
Lavelton Dye. violinist. AccomHenson.
ltp
panist will be Mr. Roy Darnell and
Patients admitted to the Mason
But, no. I would have them conMiss Lillian Watters.
of rough
FOR SALE-quantity
Hospital the past week:
tented.
The program is:
sawed lumber, mostly oak. Will Yet motherly old and gray,
Mrs. S. A. 4Washam, Paducah;
0 Loss of Sight, Total Eclipse swap for labor of farmer with
And not a line from a dear soft Wm. D. Erwin, Murray; Wm. Out(Samson), Handel.
team, plow and wagon. N. G.
face
land, Almo; Miss LaRue Nance.
Sonata, introduction and allegro, Coy, at Model Cleaners, Murray.
Would I wish to have vanish away. Paris; Mrs. Tom McDaniel, MurCorelli.
ite
Ky.
ray; Mrs. Lola,. Barton, Murray:
Believe Me, if All Those Endear-Miss Lila Caldwell, Union City,
ins Young Charms, arr. by W. A. HAY FOR SALE-Sap, Bed Top
Bat -1--worrta wish that all the Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth Maynard, Hazel.
Fisher.
and Soy Bean. Nevin Wall, Hazel
mothers
Patients dismissed from
the
The Monotone, Cornelius.
Route a.MOp Could stand and the past proudly
Mason Hospital the past week:
Tes Yeux, Rabey.
view,
Padgott Murray.; Herod_
asik.Moon of My Delight .ifroin CUSTOM
HATCHING-we- - ae 'Arid be ble
ay from the Starks, Murray; Mrs. Flora SimpSong Cycle: "In a Persian Gar- now able to take care of your
depths of her heart
son, Murray; Miss LaRue Nance,
den"), Lehmann.
custom hatching. College Crest That all of her dreams had come
Paris; Mrs. H. I. Craig, Hazel;
Concerto in e .minor, Andante, Hatchery... East Maple St.
He
true.
Mrs. Kenneth Redden, Dexter;
Mendeissohn.
Mr. John
Mathis, Springville,
In the Luxembourg Gardens. FOR SALE,-good 2 to 5 year old
I would wish that not one fallen Tenn.; Mrs. A. A. Jackson, Murray.
Manning.
fillies.
See Noel Lockhart at
-castle
Vale. Russell.
Murray or at home East of Should litter the travelled way,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
0 Dry Those Tears, del Riego.
Murray.
ltp And that not one thought of a
'Sunday School 9:30 a. m., Dr.
blasted hope
H. M. McElrath, superintendent
FOR RENT-2 nice, light houseHomecoming Planned For
Morning Worship 11 a. m.,
Stone School June 6th keeping rooms and hall, unfurnpreaching by the pastor.
ished, all for 47.00 .per month. 423
B. T. U. meets at 6:30 p. m., R.
ltc
A homecoming event for the South 8th. street.
W. Churchill, director.
former students of Stone School
Evening Worship at 7:30 p. m.,
has been planned for Thursday, NOTICE-we want to sell a nice
preaching by Ur pador.
By'
ordinance
of
the
City
Counhome
in
Hazel
at
a
bargain
or
June 6. The school has had a
Woman's Missionary Society will
number of former students to trade for vacant property in Mur- cil recently adopted and published, meet
Tuesday, 2:30 p. m., Mrs. W.
it
has
been
made
unlawful
for
ray.
Finney
&
Hayes.
I
tp
become prominent and an exceedT. Sledd, president.
person
to
any
construct
a
shingle
ingly large number have become
Prayer meeting Wednesday, 7:30
STOMACH ULCER, GAS PAINS, reef, or to make repairs thereon
teachers.
INDIGESTION victims, why suf- except under certain conditions. p. in., followed by Weekly TeachAmong the noted graduates and
fer? For quick relief get a free The ordinance imposes a penalty ers Meeting.
speakers will be- J. B. Hutson,
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
sample of Udga, a doctor's pre- not only on the owner of the
specialist on tobacco with the U.
scription, at Dale, Stubblefield & building who violates the ordinS. Department of Agriculture and
Co.
Jy4p ance, but aim on any contractor,
Dr. R. T. Wells, general counsel
carpenter, mason, plumber, or
for the Woodmen of the World.
STRONG, well-rooted, Nancy Hall other skilled workman who perThe program to be held June 6
potato plants, $1.25, 1,000; 10,000, forms services on same.
This week ends the school year
follows:
$11.00, delivered. 20,000 or more,
Please take notice of this new of 1935-35. The week is being
9:30-Music.
$0.90 1,000 F. 0. B.. J. -W. Yancey, rule and assist us in publishing spent in taking exams, commenceInvocation-Wells Lassiter.
McKenzie. Tenn.
q,
ltp saint. The council has ordered ment program and play practice.
10:00-Welcome Address, B, H.
strict enforcement of this ordinA large crowd attended the bad_Grogan.
.
FOR RENT-one 7-room
house ance. and careful inspection of all balauroato
sermon Sunday,e3414AS
10:10--Response, M. G. -*rather. srady now: one
9-room house bidldings will be Made.
but many were kept away because
10:20-Histor of Stone, Clarence ready June 1, both near college.
hi ease of violation, prosecution of the rain. The Rev. E. B. MotH. Perry.
J. H. Farris, West Murray.
tfc win follow.
ley brought a very interesting and
Greetings from students from
A. G. HUGHES, Fire Chief,
Inspiringg-onessage on the subject,
1875 to present time-Dr. Billie COWS-HOGS For Sale-16 full
Building Inspector "Living a Life."
Stone, Lee Wells, Mrs. Bettie Pat- blooded O. I. C. Gilts, heavy with
Remember the senior play. "Eyes
terson, Dr. 0. T. Cannon, Dr. E. pigs to farrow about May 15. Also
of Love" to be given Saturday
B. Houston, Mrs. Lucile Grogan good Jersey Milk cow and springnight, -May 11. Come out and enJones, Robert Perry, Ray Mofield. ers. See me at once. C. W.
joy a full evening with the seniors.
11:30-Address, J. B. Hutson.
Drinkard.
Mllp
Wednesday night of this week
Noon.
CONTRACTORS, CARPENTERS, is class night and Thursday night
1:15-Music.
TAKEN UP-as stray one red sow
MASONS, PLUMBERS
commencement exercises will be
1:30-Address, Dr. R. T. Wells. weighing about 200 lbs. Owner
By ordinance of the city council held. Max B. Hurt will speak to
2:00-Pageant
of
Modes
of can have for paying for this ad
recently adopted and published, it the class.
Travel.
and feed. R. L. Hughes, Murray
has been made unlawful for any
3:00-Business sesison.
Route 1.
ltp contractor, carpenter, brick mason,
Small prize *for parent, present
who sent most children to Stone, FOR SALE-house and lot orr S. plumber, or any other skilled
also for parent present who serit 4th. street. 6-room house with workman to build, construct, or
perform seivices upon any buildout most teachers from Stone.
bath, good garden plot. See C.
All persons indebted to the estate
ing in the City of Murray for
H. Broach.
Ml6c
which a permit has not been ob- of W. E. Jones, dec'd., for breedCHURCH OF CHRIST
ing services are advised to come
tained.
HAULING - prices reasonable.
It has also been made unlawful forward and settle at once to save
Interest since the meeting at all Bonded and insured. Ten years
for any person to build or con- further costs as these accounts
services has been fine. Let us experience.
New
location
at
struct a shingle roof, or to make must be settled promPtly.
keep up this good spirit and at- Rushingls Garage, South side
Mrs W. E. Jones
court square. Phone 233 or home repairs open a shingle roof under
tendance.
certsibi esaillisin, and ,any workMinister
Thomas
Pate
will 292. B. J. Stagner.
lip
man of the &Mitre class who con
preach at the 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.
m. services. Members of the rural WANTED-middle aged woman to streets or repairs a shingle roof
In violation of the ordinance has
congregations of this county are keep house and tend to children.
been made subject to s fine.
welcome to all of our services and Hobart Graham, Murray Route I.
Please take notice of this new
we hope you will find it con- 'Just West of C. A. Hale home,
ltp rule and assist in publishing the
venient to meet and worship with West Highway.
fact.
The council has ordered
us.
FOR SALE-Soy Bean Seed, Mam- strict enforcement of these ordinThe Church of Christ continues
moth Yellow, good clean seed, the ances, and careful inspection of all
to broadcast each Friday at 1:10
kind for 'good hay yield. See buildings constructed or repaired
p. m. over station WPAD- in PaduNevin Wall, Hazel Route 3. M16p will be made.
cah.
In case of violation, prosecution
Thomas Pate, Minister
FOR SALE or TRADE-1930 Tudor will follow.
Ford Sedan, good shape.. Sell
A. G., HUGHES°.Fire Chief,
cheap. Gus Hurt, Almo. Ky.
ltp
Building Inspector

TOP SPEED IN COMFORT ALL DAY Any Policy is a
...with Nash Cruising Geared Performaniel
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Don't risk the danger of

Battery Ser,vice in Fire-

Ovaltine, 14-oz. can .

67c

COFFEE, 2 lbs. extra
good for

28c

a wreck

caused

by

a
stone Courier

blow-out from smooth,
tires-Firestone

JEL40, any flavor, 2 for 15c

thin

Chase & Sanborn
_
DATED COFFEE, lb. 29c

High_ GpePd _tires give

13-plate
Batteries.
Give Many

you maximum blow-out

MACKEREL, 3 cans ...25c

Courier

Type

$5.50

Months of

OATS, Gold Medal .. . 10c

proof protection and this with the non-skid

Carefree

Hershey COCOA lb. can 14c

tread makes it the SAFEST TIRE made.

Service.

and your
old
\
battery

PICNIC TIME IS HERE
Sandwich Meat and Spreads
of all kinds

'restos**

Kraft Cheese,. Pinsento,
Pineapple, and Kay. 19c
Roquefort, Limberger, and
25c
Old English ..
FRESH MEATS
Where Quality Counts
We handle only the beat
branded beef, choice cuts
of steak and chops at a
very small margin of pro- fit.
PHONE 37_
DELIVER

WE

PAY in trade for EGGS 22c
per dozen
Sc

.
,
,..es'""•••^'10111Y"'"visste.‘`.''''it
$7"."11A
.
.9.1.

•

te.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co,Inc

•

'T. 0. BAUCUM, Manager
Super-Service Station
White Way Service Station

•

"
• ,
•

•
•
•

L.
4444

•
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Ma,„Hu phrey is an ex- growers are urged tp attend.
his wheat production, remember school work through your publicaton_aut Hospital this week.
formerly resided here.
J. T. COCHRAN,
All steel refrigerators, like new that his wheat ,contract permits tion of our spool news each week. tension special' from Lexington,
Mrs. Mattie Ligon has returned
County Agent
subthis
on
up
well
is
truly.
and
wheat
excess
very
Ky..
Yours
of
the
harvesting
from a visit with ht nephew. at Bargain prices. Maurice Cram,
ry
a
ject:
signs
Charlotte
/Ordain
supplementa
he
only if
. •
Markham lagoti, who ilivet -near Basement Ford Garage. -, 'r'
-N11114$4.- AIIII1d1. -1
- -'
School News Reporter
etalaulekaineXhillia4Csasedo
Mrs. Myrtle Wall -.is very 4
ix...
Ligners
contract
tobacco
corgame
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beak crease his 1936 reduotion to
A. W. Jones. -Princeton. candisPeRt the week end respond to his excess harvesting
have asked about the new ruling
date for the Democratic nomina- of Memphis
this year.
COUNTY AGENT NOTES pertaining to the increased re- EAST ST. LOUIS,. Ill., May 8tion for railroad commissioner, in Murray.
ithe First Methodist Church of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bell have ,
Monday
Murray
in
visitor
a
was
duction in acres that will be paid UT. S. D. A.)-Hogs, receipts 7,000;
U you have visitors of whom 'Murray: ipoke to the students of
moved to Paducah where Mr. Bell
meeting the voters.
J. E. Humphrey is to be in Callo- on. There is a proposed ruling slow, market smostly.5 to 10 cent!'
position
your are not ashamed,. please
a
with
accepted
Murray State College at the reguas
Feed oats, mighty nice at $3 pa
way couuty two days this month, that has been promised that will tower, pigs and light lights unreport them for this column.
lar chapel haur ,Friday morning.
Michael Hardware Co. Mr. andi'
bag. W. A. Rees Feed Co.
May 21 and 22, to discuss poultry allow a contract signer to reduce
was
Protest"
of
steady to 15 cents lower;
many
in
friends
have
Age
an
-In
Bell
May 3.
This being the last week of school problems. These discussions will his acres 30 per cent and draw evenly
Hillman Thurman, local agent for Mrs.
address.
his
has
Mr.
Bell
of
where
180 lbs. up $8•854S9.00 ;top $9.05;
county
the
Co.,
would
he
Insurance
final
taking
busy
Life
as
Mr. and Mrs. Nix. Myers and the subject
very
rate,
is
York
everyone
the New
140
be in the form of demonstration pay at the same
la0 to 170 lbs. $8.3568.75; 1.30- to
as one of the most sueDr...John W. Carr. Prof.
eon, Memphis, visited his parentS
will leave Sunday for Sts Louis to worked
examinations and preparing his meetings and will be held as fol- for 20 per cent reduction without
the past ten
$7.905m 8.15; 100 to 120 lbs. $7.15
lbs.
In
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Myers, West Caudill, Prof. M. 0. Wrather. and attend a convention of representa- cestiul teachers for
pounds.
school work for his summer vaca- lows:
changing the contract
4i 7.75; sows $8.0008.10.
•
years.
Joe T. Lovett were visitors in tives of that company
of Murray, last week end.
tion.
Tuesday, May 21, at Mrs. J. C. other words a contract signer may
Melugin
represented
Jane
Miss
Cattle receipts 2,700; calves, reSaturday.
and
Deuisville
the
to
.Mrs
Connie Moody was taken
Murray friende of Mr. apa
reduce acres 39 per cent
The Baccalaureate sermon de- Parker's farm at 10 a. m.
Murray
of
class
sophomore
the
Farmer
Fulton
1.500; very limited inquiry
Hughes,
Ryan
ceipts
be
Nat
Hospital • SifridaY
Keys-Houston
harold Caplinger. f&-merly of this
Tuesday. May 21, at Jake Mayer potinds 20 per cent. This will
National livered by Bro. Carroll Hubbard
College at the
cow stuff, only few
State
benefit to contracts which have for steers and
city but now residing at Igis and Ray Spicer. Clinton, attended night for treatmerit of injuries reof
has
2
m.
highly
been
p.
at
119,
Psalms
in
Hazel
from
home
on sale, mixed
American Youth Congress last
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Miss Lucille Kelley and Miss
George Shoemaker and Eli Hors- Louisville.
MINEMIN
..15c
Pickles
Dill
qt.
Short
FINE CANE
Zane Houston spent last week end 111111111111111.
ley of Camp Murray ate patients Kentucky Derby Saturday.
2 Wheaties and Shirley
Mrs. S. R. Pearson and son. with Miss Elizabeth Kelley in Hickat the Keys-Houston Hospital.
25e
Temple Bowl
W. b. Sykes, Thieve. Tenn., was Hugh Stevens, Nashville. are visit- man. KYand
Esq. C. B. Fulton, Mrs. Bonnie
a visitor in Murray Monday and ing Mrs. Pearson's parents, Mr.
54k
AND
SUGAR
Houston, Mrs. Eva Kelley. Mrs... 10 lbs Cane Sugar ___
- - TuessIsY,--1L-Sykes_ and /amity Mrs. Hugh P. Wear.
Miss Mary Shipley' is visiting Genoa Gregory, and Miss Martha New Cabbage. lb.
Sc
AVONDALE
Mrs. Clarice Bradley in Paducah. Gregory motored to Hickman last New No. 1 Potatoes, lb. _
4c
Prof. 'Leslie Putnam spoke to the Sunday.
100 lbs. No. 1 Old Potatoes__ $1.15
aunday on
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Peck Nice Potatoes
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Ptof G B. Permebaker will de•
15c
liver the commencement address
Dozen Bananas
at Hazel Thursday night
Sic
The- growing of excess wheat is 4 lbs. Shortening
Silk Dresses at close oat prices. no longer controlled in the AAA
can Shortening 14.35-$4.45
Nellie Short at Wallis' Grocery.
the College of Bulk Pure Lard, lb.
15e
contract.
corn-hog
SY SALAD
Mr. and Mrs Bailey Johnson. Agriculture has been informed
$7.3111
_._
Lard
Pure
can
-lb.
50
LaCenter, Mr. and Mrs. B Sykes from Washington. Farmers who
lIe
and son, Dalton. of Bandana, and signed a corn-hog contract last Z lbs. Pure Coffee
Mr. and .Mrs Hall and two chil- year and who planted more wheat Maxwell House or Ace Coffee 31c
dren. of Califorhia, were the guests than they were permitted to har- Take no chances on FlourSunday of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. vest under its terms. may now do 24 lbs. guaranteed Flour
76e
Johnson. Mr._ Johnson of LaCenter as they like with this excess wheat U lbs. III Per Cent Flour
Ific
is a brother, Mrs. Sykes a sister without violating their con-hog
gac
12 lbs. Gold Siegal Flour
and Mrs. Hall a niece...of Mr. John- contract.
.15c
2 lbs. Prunes
son here.
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gc
.Verley Ratliff and Bill Woods the College's statement. that the Balk Raisins, lb.
and Levan Thomas. of Camp Cadiz. corn- hog and telsess,,t contracts are SunbrIte Scratchiess Cleanser __Se
TWINKLE-THE PERFECT
were admitted to the Keys-Hous- independent of each other and Large Cup and Saucer Oata___.25c
i,, flee
that the provisions of one cannot Pay in trade for eggs
'Just the hat you'll like from Murray's largest
annul the provisions of the other, •
Accordingly, a farmer who has
selection of the new airaws. Full crown or creased
signed bath a cornNhog and a
24-PHON ES---2.5_
tops, hard sailors with solid color bands or brilwheat contract should.aaa-planning

Livestock

Faxon High School

*0
'

Our Appreciation Sale!

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores

Letters to Editor

FRESH GARDEN VEGETABLES-----1

T.- L. smrm -PURE
FOOD STORE

2 LBS. 15c
DOZ.
LEMONS
2 LBS. 15c
:1?:) EA,1,:i:!LOw
BANANAS DOZ. 15c
14c ft
POTATOES'
100 LB.BAG $4.95
10c
JAR
QT.
D
l,R
!My
AVONDALE
111. BOTTLE 10c
irESNSING QT. JAR 25c
i.
pi
ATCHES 6 BOXES 17c
ELATINE 6 PKS. 25c,
Economy Grocery 'PEAS
I CAN 10c
ANS 25
COFFEE BREAKFAST CUP 21c CORN 3 NO. 1 -C
79c
.4--4\g- CABBAGE Sc FLOUR
wa
15c
LARD
Effiliii11111H11111111

Dr. H. H. Boggess

- SPECIALS

Phone 20,4

Wheat Restriction
Clause Modified in
C9rn-hog Contract

STRAW
HAT
DAYS
are from
NOW ON

Sailors
-.Panamas
Leghorns

liant higlrly-cokred noes.
YOUR HAT, the hat you want for Summer is
at Sledd's. Every tiny is sfrau, hat day .. . NOW.

SPORTS SHOES
Solid tail and all color's in
perfora1ed oxfords or solid
white from the best lines.

Nunn-Bush
Fortune
y
Friendl Fives
Edgerton
We .invite you to see the
Washable Friendly Five,
so
Notiffeg 'can soil them
but that a little water with
soap will not make them
. = sparkling again.
SEE OUR LINE OF SHIRTS
Dress op for summer wear from Sledd's, the
Kan'a Store. We have all your needs.

The Famous

W. T.51edd &Co.

WHITE WAY
MARKET

Saturday Specials

Swann's trocery-

FANCY COUNTRY

2 No. 2 1-2 cans Peaches 25c
10e
No. 2 can Peaches
"The Busiest Place in Town"
8-oz. Vanilla Extract .. 10c
39c Rudolph Thurman
Parvin Blalock
Ovaltine
PHONE 130
12c
1-1b. box Crackers
20c
2-1b. box Crackers
LB
50c
10 lbs. Sugar
95c
Lynn Grove Flour
lb.
Sc PURE
New Texas Green
Nice Grapefruit
78e
24 Lb. Bag Flour
1000 Sheet Roll Toilet
Lb
Sc
Paper
CUP
I5c
Cocoa
1-lb can Hersheys
12-quart blue Enamel
} COF FEE
4
.
GREEN BEANS,
49c POTATOES,
Water Pail
sizes
all
Fresh,3 lbs• • 25c
FLOWER POTS ...
'New Red'3 lb 10c
SEE OUR OIL COOK
STOVES

•

Telephone 85

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY

CREAM STYLE

THRIFTY-24-powid sack
LYON'S BEST, ZVI). sack

99c

DRIED-CHOICE QUALITY
10c
PEACHES, lb.
C. CIAJB APRICOTS or PEARS,
23c
.2 No. 1 Tall cans

SWEET-MARY LOU BRAND
PICKLES, Large 22-1.2.07..-ii&V 19c
C. CLUB GRAHAM CRACKERS,
22c
2-1b. box

C. CLUB-Sliced or HalvesPEACHES, No. 1 Tall Can ... 10c
WOODBURY'S FACIAL SOAP,
25e
3 bars
FANCY SUGAR CURED

DOGGIE DINNER or CALO
DOG FOOD, 3 cans

2k

25c
SPECIAL BLEND for Ice TeaWISSCO TEA, half-lb. pkg... 25c
13cWhole or Half-Pound
25c
8 to 72-pound aides
10c BACON
2 POUNDS 29c
14c COMPOUND FORBFARINT114T OR
Pounds for
18` CHEESE LONGHORN OR DAISY
35c
Wanted to Buy: Stock Peas, Soy Beans and

SALMON 'FANCY PINK, 2 For
Plow gear, Flame Strings,
Back Bands, Hoes and
2
CORN FLAKES
Rakes, Forks and
Diggers
POLISH
JET OIL SHOE QUARTE
SEE US FOR LAWN MOWR POUND
ERS and WEED CUTTERS TEA "BLISS"
2-LB. BOX
FAIN & BELL CRACKERS
WE DELIVER

CLUB Skit

Corn

.
4.11
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Death Came at Home Near Penny
of Pneumonia; Was 87 Years
_

uc,

Funeral services for Mrs. Susan
Smith, 87 years of age, were held
Friday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
from the Goshen cemetery. The
Rev..L. E. Hurley was in charge of
the services.
Mrs. Smith died at 'her home
near Penny Wednesday night following an illness of pnearrtonia.
She was a member of the Methoa
dist church and leaves a wide
range of connections to moots her
death.
Surviving are her husband Frank
Smith, a daughter Mrs. Vernon
ole, three sons Earnest, of the
county, Lewis, Mayfield. and Ed.
Springfield, Ill. She also leaves
three sisters Mrs. T. Edwards
Murray: Mrs. Alford Crawford,
Mrs. L. P. West and three brothrs. Dr. Gallimore, Lone Oak,
Willie Gallimore, Gob, and Sam
Gallimore, Arkansas.
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Card of Thanks
Packmann

Hambone is getting a deserved or
undeserved beating from a rolling
pin in .the hand of his wife in a
clever wood carving 'Made by J. J.
Moore. The device has a 4-blade
-propellor which operates It in a
modest breeze.
The carving is about a foot long
and perfect in every detail. It was
accomplished by Mr. Moore, now
retired but in his time one of
Murray's hest carPenters. in olt
a few hours. The colored gentleman taking the rolling-pin lacing
from. the mammy is unmistakably
Hembone, the famous character
created by the late J. P. Alley of
the Memphia Commercial-Appeal.
IMPROVES FRONT

The front of the Morris building on the East side of the square
occupied by the Whiteway Barber
Shop, is being improved by the
removal of the overhanging porch.
The change was made last Saturday and the appearance of the entire side of the square is improved.

ATHLETIC EVENTS
TO BE MONDAY

With the deepest feeling of
apprecition we extend our
many thanks to the many
600 College. 100 Training School
fine people of Murray for the
Students to Be In Huge
worda of sympathy and tender
Program.
feeling expressed to us at the
sudden death our our beloved
• The gigantic athletic carnival
son, brother and , grandson
planned for May 7 by Murray,ColSeymour. Peekmann. We -wish
lege authorities has been postponed
to—eateial our sincere—therricsuntirlifaill—on account: oriI
to ail -our friends and to Dr,
Weather. Coach Roy Stewart anHouston, Dr. Jones, Dr. Butternounced today.
worth and the Keys-Houston
Beginning next Monday evening
staff.
.at 7:30. the event is described by
The many consoling words
officials in charge as "the largest
were a great help to us during
physical education review ever atour hour of grief and-asorrow
tempted in Western Kentucky".
and though the hour was sorSix hundred college students and
row burdened we learned to
100 Training School pupils will
love the friendly and kindly
participate in the carnival. A prospirit of Murray. May such
gram of tap dancing, tumbling,
Sorrow never come to any of-band music, and miscellaneous
you is our wish.
types -of gymnastics will be cliWilliam Packmann
malted by a practice football game
^ Sylvia Packmann
between two picked squads.
Beatrice Packmann
Bobbie Packmann
JAIL HOLDS ONE
Mrs Molly Weichert
•
The Calloway county jail held
only one prisoner last week, the
smallest number that has been in
Mr,. H. G. 11111j,of 191::
The
Highland Park Ave.. Chat jail in much over two years.
tancoga. Tenn., said
is completing a six
prisoner
health was not good hefori
and will comtile birth of my 'first child months jail sentence
roy appetite was poor ass
plete it in a few days. The jail
I had headaches and back is crowded throughout most of the
ache. I improved short!:
after I started taking Dr year and has only two cells and
Pierce's Favorite Prescrip the "slams" which is made up of
Pon and when I had fin
Liked the third bottle I was enjoying ma three small compartments

ft

PROSPECTIVE MOTHERS

ood health sgsin.- Sold by drusr94t.New site, tablets 50 eta., liquid $1.00
Large sine, tabs, or liquid. $1.35.

Read the Classified Column.

Globe Fertilizer
Is The World's Best
YOU CAN- GET THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF ACTUAL AVAILABLE
PLANT FOOD IN THE BEST
MECHANICAL CONDITION
FOR THE LEAST AMOUNT
OF MONEY

1

Vote to Take Cue to Court or
Appeals Friday; Vote Two
Amending Ordinances.

Time Extended Until Last of May;
Mrs. Helm's Class Makes Good
Showing
Children of. the Murray High
School and the Murray Training
School are working eagerly to secure blue ribbons. The blue ribbon awards are usually given on
May lo-but the interest- efetbe ehildren has prompted Dr. J.'A. Outland to extend the time until the
last of May. In the work accomplished to date, the Murray High
School has some 82 eligible for
blue ribbons and the Murray Training School has 53.
Sixth Grade Good
The sixth grade of the Training
School was in good shape on the
first inspection with sixteen eligible for blue ribbons. The grade is
under the supervision of Miss Emma Helm and Miss Helm has an inspection of the children daily by
a student inspector. The class could
become 100 per cent with the exception of probably one student.
Call on Dentists
The children are calling on dentists this week as this is one of the
greatest evils in the getting of a
blue ribbon. Reports are that they
are rushing dentists in an effort to
get these faults corrected.
Children of the county are asked to call at the office of Dr. J. A.
Outland on SaturCays to receive
their blue ribbons. Children in the
city who have not been inspected
or who have not registere&are asked to come to the office of the
-af onSatcounty health diTaaen
urdays.
A May day program was held at
the Murray High School last Wednesday and blue ribbons were presented to a number. Dr. H. M. McElrath spoke to the,group.
DESTROY STILL

Although young in - years, the
Rev. W. Q. Scruggs, 28, pastor of
the Highland Heights Methodist
Church, is old in experience since
he latris'been preaching for the pat
six years with marked success. He
came to the Highland Heights
Methodist Church in November.1933. and his work there has been
outstanding, according to members- of the official board of the
a
church.
Highland Heights is one of.. this
city's most active suburban congregations and the members worship in a modern and well equipa
pad church building erected only
a few years ago.
r'
Rev. Mr. Scruggs- attended public school at Hazel, Ky.. then at
Murray State College and then the

East Pine Bluff

Constipated 30 Years
Aided By Old Remedy
HELLO, BUDDY!
Let Us Care For Your Car

Beaman's Garage
TELEPHONE 300
Southwest Corner Square
Murray, Ky.

"For thirty years I had constipation. Souring food from stomSince taking
ach choked me.
Adlerika I am a new person. Constipation is a thing of the past"—
Alice Burns. Dale. Stubblefield &
Co.. Druggists,--in Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.

Jahrot College at Pitartin before
coming to Lambuth College in ,this
city. While in Lambuth College he
made aaspleridid record and was
selected as president of the Ministerial aletatherhood of the college.
His first apneftatinent in the
Memphis Conference was at Shiwhere he
loh Battle Ground
preached for three years. his next
was a Ralston charge near Martin and -from there he went to
Troy and Rives.
A number of members have been
lidded at Highland Heights during
his ministry there and the work
at the church extended along all
lines. The church at this time is
engaged in a revival campaign of
interest with large congregations
attending the services twice each
day.—Jackson, (Tenn.) Sun.
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Frank Smith Players
Are Coming May 20

:RS,
... 22c
—
. 25c
25c

25-c
29c
35c

Phone.386-J

EXPERT
EXAMINATION

DR. T. R. PALMER
Over Lee & Elliott

BLACK -DRAUGHT

171

ECONOMICAL

SUNBURST

mEuBouRNE

THAT MAKES TRAVELING A PL

FRESH FRUIT FLAVORS

400
ROOMS

What could be more healthful than fresh ice cream
made from the purest and richest cream available!
— And what could make it more delightful than the
1- tempting flavors of fresh fruit! Pineapple,. Banana, Cherry, Strawberry, in delicious specials and
combinations. Phone your dealer 'for a quart today

RE

luxury in Pactrt lobby and dining room can
venient location in the center ofa famous
shoppmg district with all tfmtieb within
cite blo, food that pleases in Dining ADom
and Coffee Shco economy in every way
,A splendid par tome ycur car

WITH BATH

FROm $250

o. P GREATHOUSE
Mor,oge
,

LINDELL
BOULEVARD
AT GRAND
AVENUE

L. F. THURMOND
South 2nd Street

rAMDEN Toric lenses
to for near ind far vision, also double vision
lenses, in a variety of stylish frames.

good malts"

Phone 386-J

ARE MADE OF THE BEST KNOWN
MATERIALS THOROUGHLY
MIXED AND CURED.
Which
INSURES PERFECT -MECHANICAL
AND DRILLING
CONDITIONS
Sold

Far Your Needs
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The Yqung Men's Democratic
Club of CalloWay County started
off with their re-organization at
their meeting Friday night with an
attendance trogi, every magisterial
district And' representative group
of young voters which named hL
0. Wrather, county -superintendent,
to lead them until the election in
November.
'
Wrather won over Wells Overbey in the_ oresiele_atialavtitini and__
Overbey was named secretaryterasurer over MacThomas Tarry, Dexter. The meeting opened with
M. 0. Wrather as temporary chairman and the purposes of the club
were explained and the constitution read and adopted.
Three vice-presidents were
named: Owen Billington, Claude
Miller and Jack Kelley. A board
of directors composed of seven,
one from each magisterial district
elected by representatives from the
respective districts were: Wells
Purdom. Murray; Charley Denham,
Hazel; Rex Watson, Brinkley: Guy
Burt,
Billitagton. Liberty; Luck
Swann; Mac Thomas Tarry, Wadesboro; Cleo Grogan, Concord.
The board of directors will meet
Friday night, May 10. to name
precinct committeemen with an
dtganization to reach each of the
22 voting precincts in the county:
This organization will be more
complete than any had by the
club heretofore.
The next meeting of the club
will be Friday night. May 17. With
the- naming of the precinct corn.
mitteemen and the work being
done by the board of directors anti
officers an excellent attendance is
expected.
No progrant for the
mntetiug h.s

HONOR ROLL

C. D. Vinson Jr., is spending the
week with his grandfather. G. T.
Nolin of Thatpe, Tenn.
Paul Dill, who has secured work
at Murray, is planning to move his
family there soon.
The
Christian Endeavor
and
young people of this community
are giving a Mother's Day program second Sunday night in May.
Everyone is invited 'to come and
be with us.
Mrs. Ida Barret is spending this
week with her son George Barrett,
and family of Byrd's Creek.
Bowling
— '1U Kiwanis clubSolon Barrett, who has been at- Green is sponsoring the potato protending Falks Business College, ject for 25 Warren county 4-H club
Nashville, Tenn., has secured work boys.
as bookkeeper for the Firestone
Tire Company. We wish for him
great success.—Topsy.
*
CONFERENCE AT HAZEL rid eg imnstesisso by taking Sla•
tirsorit es soma WS peg netioe that
er you urin to
A child health conference was sale ty has duel
sluggish ThiregflaidgJig*" Lick-Draught
held at Hazel last Friday morning for the refreshing meg It hes brought
Late. Att.
with students at the-kindergarden. them . . Mrs. Rey Wain& of
write. "My hushelid and I both take
Nineten 'were present and improve- Thedford's hack-Draught and find la
biliousness, and
ment was reported in weights and splendid tor constipation.
the disagreeable, itching, Wed teeing that
health conditions. All but three had comae Irma this condition" With referof Illeck-Draught, which
:seceived diptheria anti-toxin and ence to Syrup
this mother gives her children, she says:
some were given typhoid serum.
"They like the taste and it sue MIA

L. F. THURMOND
South 2:id Street

The Interscholastic League, sponsored by the extension department
of -the University of Kentucky will
hold its annual test session at the
Training School of Murray State
College May 11. according to M.
0. Wrather, chairMan of.the committee for thia district.
-High sahOol trudents - ail atier
the Airit district of Western Kentucky will participate in the tests
which will begin at 9:30 a. m.
Saturday, May 11, and cover practically every subject offered in
high schools.
The students from the Training
School who will participate in the
-test aate
John T. Brown, American History; Mary Mellen, World History;
John David Johnson, general science; Robert Hoffman, geometry;
M. 0. Thomas, physics; James
Overby. chemistry; Nancy Mellen,
English mechanics; Lellia Atkins,
English and American literature.

The, Murray City council voted
to appeal the hearing of the case
the City of Murray vs the Columbia Amusement Co., in regard to
the showing of Sunday movies in
Maarraiy„ The_ decision was given
by Circuit -Judge Ira D. Shtith , in
the November term of court -that
the city could not prahibit the
showina unless the city showed
that the showing contributed to
disorder, disturbing of peace or
worship or to be a nuisance.
The ccuncil also voted two
amending ordinances adding to
scope of present city laws. The
tusk amended the regulation of occupation and privilege taxes and
extended same to include tax on
safe of beer both wholesale and
retail, paint and paper stores,
goacery ,and meat market combined, automobile passenger, coal
retailers, bakeries. The second
amended thearegulations of building within -the fire zone and the
principal provision was to include
the firm. worker or contractor of
the 'building or repair in liability
in the violation of present ordinance regarding proper building
and roofing materials in this zone.
Heretofore only the owner was Locating Party Will Mark Contour
- Lines for Lake, Paris
.of conviction for
liable in case
. Paper Says.
violation. Repairs mar be made
to a shingle roof but a new _reed
(Paris Post-Intelligenceta
entirely of wood, shingles cennot
Henry Pittrnan. Part claiel in
be built in Murray. Five clauses
set forth the new regulations and charge of surveying the contour
a fine of not less than $5 or more lines for Aurora darn on the Ten--for-eseh-offertae- nassee_ nivar_lor TVA- stated todaY
that a building has been' 'rented
from Sam Jones. local buainess
offices was opened
man, and
here. cm _Wednesday of this week.
The work the surveyors are doing at this time consists of marking the contour lines for the lake
Correspondents and local adver- which will be formed by the ,dam
by
in
copy
tisers who get their
and a means of determing what
Monday:
lands the government will have to
Topsy
take over for overflow.
a
Scatter-Brain
Options on river lands to be
Murray Milk Products Co.
affected by building the dam are
Rev. E B. Motley
held by the Southern Utilities Co.,
Kentucky-Tennessee Lt., P'er. Co. a private concern which has enNoble Harris
tered a claim against the governgle
ment for expense of ohnitnint
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co. them, and also for other expenses
Stone News
involved in establishing Aurora
Johnson-Fain Music Co.
Landing as a suitable dam site,
Capitol Theatre
and a hearing on this claim is
said to be scheduled before the
Federal Trade Commission on
Wednesday, May 8.
It is understood that only a
limited number of the applicants
The Frank Smith Players, one
for jobs who took the examinaof the best known stock companies
tion last year will be given emon the road and one which has
ployment at this time, but if the
always been very popular in Mursame System is used here that
ray, will play here the week of
prevailed at Pickwick most of
May 20 under the auspices of the
those eligible will be put on when
American Legion.
actual construction is begun
The company will be located In
streets
Poplar
and
4th
at
lot
the
and will be here throughout the
week.

liend the Clasodfled Co.hunn.

Oc

Tests Here Saturday

PARIS GETS T. V. A.
SURVEYING OFFICE

Sheriff Carl Kingins and Deputy
J. I. Fox and Albert Parker destill early Monday mornstroyed
ing located in the northeast part
of the county about four miles east
of Elm Grove churah: The stilt
was secreted in a woods almost aNo liquor
mile from roadways
was taken but two barrels of mash
were destroyed.
The outfit wasiane of the cheapest construction destroyed in the
county officers said. Steel was
used in many parts which should
have been copper and only the
necessities of distilling were presSunday school and Christian Enent.
deavor are progressing: nazelyi _at
this place. The rain held the atWhitley County farmers hauled tendance down Sunday.
The infant daughter of Mr. and
200 tons of limestone from Mt
Vernon in Rockcastle county for Mrs. C. D. Vinson was buried at
the Vinson graveyard Thursday.
use on pastures.
Mrs. Cullie Steele visited Mrs.
C. D. Vinson and Mrs. 'Jowls Dill
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dill are the
proud parents of a baby girl. The
Infant has b&ri named Ronetta.
Misses Rebecca Cook and Houen
Barrow motored to Murray Wednesday.
WoodrOw Dill of Murray college
spent the week end at borne.

Sold in Murray by

-411.V
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f, only few
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

a year in Calloway,
Marshall, Graves,
•
Counties.
Stewart
and
ry
a year elsewhere in
$1
▪50 the State oj Kentueky.

TENTH and MONROE

PADUCAH, KY.

SUNBURST MILK ISDELICIOUS with its
sweet, natural taste ...
it's pure, having been
pasteurized in the most
sanitary of conditions
it's healthful, possessofthe
one content.
ing vital
food
yet is
And
least expensive foods!
DRINK A QUART
A DAY!

Return Milk
Bottles
When you buY a
bottle of milk, you
assume an obligation to...see that the
empty bottle is returned to4ehe route
Eafill. gleis•gaatr/i.,
from which you
bought the Milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.
—Telephone 191--

•
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want to play ball. A question askat a rock one club in Kenton county made $16
Burtonville,
Beginning
of
M.
Hinton
C
east
0
youth
the
telling
arid Fifth Street in the Town of. J. F. Miller. Haste Hodges, R.
Secconstantly
is
that
on the section line between
ed was how the promoter ever, got
(156) poles at handicraft eishibit, showing
more
fifty-six
selling
and
reports
hundred
county,
Lewis
keythe
Kentucky
Murray and it being the south- L Osbron. Jack Magness and
of western
tions 22 and 15, thence west with
hold of the money. A question to
south of the northwest corner at quilts, chairs, etc. .
west corner of a lot .formerly own- Oren S Magness. his wife, and
notes in,, sportsmanship and etc., than 8,000 chicks at his hatchery. be asked-is how the conteibistor
said section line forty .40) poles
trattiunaf
of
•
quarter
Guy
fielutlswest
Henderson.
-the
member
begina
and
was
Overbey
way
M.
ed by L
whd by the
to the beginning corner containPlanting of garden and truck can get hold of any.
section 13, township 2; range 6
Defendants. ing fifty-five 155) acres.
ning on the east side of an open
Clarence Middleton of Three of one of the clubs) suddenly
thenee
line;
section
a
on
of
By
virtue
and
and
east,
judgment
corner
alley and at the southwest
bought 100 became enraged and was trans- Crops was delayed in Jefferson
county.
3rd Tract; Beginning at the
Harlan
Point.
line
Bead the Classified Column,
of a lot formerly owned by L. M. order of sale of the Calloway Cir- south, east corner of the S. E. Qr. east with L. E. Outland's
formed into a roaring demon and county by the cool, wet weather.
for seeding.
rock bushels of soybeans
Overbey, thence fifty 10/ feet: cuit Court. rendered at the April of Sec. 16. T. 3. R. 5. East, thence fifty-seven (57) poles to a
pointthen north eighty-five 185) feet; term thereof. 1935, in the above north with the section line ninety- in Raccoon Branch, hickory
.731
thence west fifty '30) feet to the cause for thç. purpose of payment four 194) poles to the Hico and ers; thence north twenty-five
•
poles
east side of said aney; thence of $6500 due October 1. 1932. $6500 Wadesboro road, thence west with degrees west thirty-two (32)
down
thence
due
1
branch;
$8500
April
said
due
1933;
Octodown
south to the beginning. And being
the meanders of the road thirtythe same property to which ber 1. 1933: $6500 due April 7, five 435) poles to a rock, thence said branch north thirty-nine 19)
$600
1934;
due
August 15. 1934. and
degrees east fifty-eight 158) poles
Hughes-Houston Lumber ComPany.,
south .or nearly so eighty-six (M)
derived title from L. M. Overiey 41624.99 due April 1. 1934 with poles to a rock on the section and north twenty-seven- 1174
poles to
and said deed recorded in Deed interest on each of said sums at the line between Sec. 21 and Sec, 16. grecs east forty-two (42)
one
Book 60, Page 53. of the Calloway rate of 511:;• per annum from the thence east with the section line J. J. Parker's line; thence west
poles to a rock in
(100).
due
respective
hundred
date
county Court Clerk's office Said aforesaid
beginthe
forty-eight (48) poles to
deed is filed herewith as a part thereof until paid. and costs here- ning containing twenty-three .23) west boundary line of said section.
in expended. I shall proceed to
thence south one hundred five
hereof:'marked Exhibit F.
offer for sale at the court house acres.
where (105) poles to the beginning.
Tract: Beginning
Also the following described lot
4th
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the
Also, beginning at the northeast
creek crosses the secin Murray, Kentucky:
highest bidder at public auction. Johnathan
corner of the southeast one-fourth
• Beginning at the intersection of on Monday. the 27th day of May, tion line between Sec. 21 and Sec. of section 14. township 2. range 6
__Abe west edge of Main Street 1935. at 1 o'clock Or thereabout 16 which is at a point one hundred east; thence eighteen (18) poles to
'Now Fifth Street), and the Sec- 'same being county court day). and twenty (120) poles west,of the a rock; thence south one hundred
tion Line, and being the north upon a credit of six months, the S. E. corner of the S. E. Qr. of and fifty-six (156) poles to a rock;
boundary line of the Town of following described preperty, being Sec. 21., thence west with Sec. thence east eighteen 418) poles
Murray. and running west with and lying in Calloway County. line one hundred and ...ten 110) a rock (the beginning point of the
poles to a rock, thence north or
said line one hundred and seventy- Kentucky. towit:
first tract her ei n described);
nearly so one hundred and sixftmr 4174) feet; thence south one
Consisting of 137 acres, situated
thence north with section line OW
Jotmathan
to
poles
(116)
hundred and fifty . .150) feet; 11 miles southeast of Murray, Ken- teen
hundred and fifty-six (156) Pckt.
easterly
south
a
in
creek, thence
theme east one-ttundred and -sev- -Way -on the--Pithitic &64.
te-the beginning, and contai
Being
enty-tour .174) feet to the west part of the southeast and south- course with the meanders of the in _the aggregate of the two tracts
1401
ten
and
side of Main or Fifth Street: west quarters of section 17. part creek one hundred
sixty-twc 162) acres and twen•
thence north with Fifth Street of the southeast quarter of section poles to a point near the bridge eight 128) square poles.
one hundred and fifty 1150 feet 1/1„ and part of the northwest over said creek. thenCe'solith With
•
For the purchase price the ptirsto the beginning. And being the, quarter of section 20. township 1. the meanders of, the creek eighty- chaser must execute bond with
to
which the range 6 east. bounded as follows: two (82) poles to the beginning approved securities, bearing legal
property
same
*62,
Hughes-Houston Lumber Company viz: Beginning at a rock the corner containing sixty-two
interest from the day of sale unJived title from Marvin Farmer southeast corner of the southwest acres and being a part of the S. til paid. and having the force and
b. deed „dated June :12. 1933, arid quarter - of said section 17 thence W. and S E. Qrs. of Sec. 16. T. 3. effect of a judgment
Bidders
ircordecl in. Deed Book 60. Page east with swum rim twenty- It 5. East
comto
prepared
be
will
to
title
obtained
Burkeen
J.
A.
Court
a
County
Callowty
the
54. of
eight and one-fourth 1 2814.) poles
ply promptly with these terms.A Gessoes: Motors rstu•
BurP.
J.
from
deed
by
land
said
office.
Clerk's
id deed filed thence north parallel with quarter
George S. Hart. Master CommisDeed
in
recorded,
wife
and
keen
marked
a
part hereof
herewith as
line twenty-eight_ and one-fourth
page 402. office of Cello- sioner.
,
_
.
lialltit G.
.11144.1• poles. thence-West Parallel 1140k..-26.
Court at Murray. Ky.
County
soy
NTIAC'S brakes are big, powerful 12-inch hydraulics ... able to
For the purchase prise the pur- with section line twenty-eight and
For the purchase price the per,
4) poles. thence
/
chattier must execute bonds with one-fourth- (283
atop this big, full-weight car in many feet less than legal requiremust execute bond with
approved . securities, bearing . legit north with quarter 'section line chaser
bearing legal
securities,
approved
ments ... built to bring you To a halt with the same uncanny speed
interest from the day of sale un- fifty (50) poles •six 18* Bnks to
from the day of sale. u.n4
til- paidiand . having the farce and reek. -thence west Parallel with'-interest
and smoothness as the Pontiac engine accelerates. Pontiac brakes are
having the force and
t
line two hundred arid til paid, and
Bidders Lsection'
fect of' a judgment.
Bidders
judgment
a
constructed to perform in this efficient manner all the time. The rear
to comply orty-Mni 12490 poles to a rook: effect of
be
prepared
will
to •,comple
prepared
be
('earl
13eitium
will
terms
with
these
parallel
'with
south
thence
quarter
brakes are triple-sealed which means that rain, mild, slush, or a car
promptly
promptly with these terms.-Geo. Bank of Murray, Etc.
poles. six•Also the Commissioner is fur- line seventy-eight 78)1
wash has no effect at all on their quick, sure grip. Only Pontiac has
r.
Plaintiff
S. Hart. Master Commissione
ther ordered and directed to sell. teen and one-half 1641 links to
Judgment
Vs.
that are triple-sealed. Only Pontiac is called the most beautibrakes
at the same time and place. seven- rock in section line, thence east
John Reed,.t Al.
ful thing on wheels. And these are only two of a score of reasome shy
ty-fiee '75' shares of the capital with section line eighty-nine (90)
stock • of the.Mmerey, Lumber Corn, peoles.,to ,raekIllersce,,,Noth. levee-.
you can't do better than the low-priced, high-q...lity Pontiac It: Pr3S.
_iudittrient
lay virtue_
degreee east one'
pony. Inc. of the per value of ty-three J731
order Of sale of the Calloway Cirr
$100.00 each the property of the hundred and sixty-two 0162. poles.
cult, Court. rendered at the April
and thence -north with quarter line to
D Houston
defendant. S
'term' thereof. 1935. in the above
which stock is now.being held as the beginriing 'corner twenty-four
cause for the purpose of payment
Calloway Circuit Coed
cjallateral security by C. B. Ful- .24, poles, containing one bun,
of $413.86 and interest thereon
Adm.. Etc..
Usher,
SIXES AND EIGHTS
H.
T.
acres.
(137)
and
dred
thirty-seven
.304
thrrty
of
sum
ten in the
• Plaintiffs, from May 1. 1932 and $1061.14 and
the,
purprice
the
purchase
For
shares
4[45»
forty-five
- 'shares and
s chows,• lelt host t wetle*
the
and
the
$738
Eight
(ittadoct
NI)
Ms
for
for
bopm
at
wishes.,
9.
Stenstiorsl group of aecs••••-1.•• •stro.
December
from
at
thereon
interest
list prices
Vs. Judgment. now being held azo Dr. E B. Hous- chaser must execute bond with
1925 and six 'per cent and costs
Etc
drop.
"WE
Hughes
Vert
legal
bearing
securities
approved
will
r
ton: and solid Commissione
Defendants herein expended. I shell proceyd to
sale unsell each lot of said stock at Maar Interest from the day of
and offer -for sale at the court house
judgment
a
of
virtue
By
and
the„foree
having
Paid.
and
til
best
lie outcry. to .the highest and
Cir- door in Murray. Kentucky, to the
Galloway
the
of
sale
of
order
Bidders
judgment.
a
108-10 NORTH SEVENTH STREET
of
effect
Milder. on -a credit of three monthe
to comply cuit Court rendered at the April highest bidder at public auction.
prepared
be
the place date and time stated' wnl
May.
of
27th
day
terms ceo term thereof..11,35. in the above on Monday. the
above...and he will sell each lot in promptly with these
cause for the purpose of diivIsion 1935. -at 1 o'clock' or thereabout
.
hlocks of $1 000 or multiples there- S Hart Master Commissioner
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Mrs. Church was reared in Mur- Campbell, Miss Jane Oliver, Miss
man, Cecil Spann, Parvin Lassiter, visitor in Murray.
Harold Wilkerson, Dorris KuykenThe bridegroom is the son of Mr. ray, and has many friends and Ruth Sexton, Mrs. Mary Gardner,
dall, J. T. Spann, Vernon Hugh and Mrs. A. I. Covington of Padu- relatives in her home town, who Mrs. Cleo Hester.
Paschall, Calvin Key and Calvin cah and is now located at Morgan- will be glad to Isear of her sucSpann.
'Mrs. Harry Sledd was at home
field where he is county health cesS ln 14 field of poetry.
• • •. •
to her bridge club on Friday afterTbose sending gifts were as fol- officer. He is a graduate of the
evw-ed oa Birthday
noon.
lows.
medical college eff She Utite
Mrs. Pearl Orr, Mrs. Lula Orr, of Louisville and took medical
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell had high
Mrs. Clinton Atkins entertained
Mrs. Essie Orr, Miss Earnestine work at Vanderbilt. He served his on April 27 with a party in honor score.
Turner, Dave Paschall, Miss Novice interneship at the Good Samari- of her little daughter, Virginia
A salad plate was served
present..
were
Ten
members
Orr, Miss Exie Orr, Miss Orene tan Hospital, Lexington, and went "sate. and niece Hilda Mae Scar)1svey for this vase should be submitted not later time Itesedts7
Bogard, Mrs. into public health work until his brough. on their eleventh and Visitors were Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr.,
Orr, Mrs. Alma
afternoon each week.
Mamie Louis, Mrs. Lockie Louis, coming to Murray in February, twelfth birthday respectively:
Miss Clotile Pool, and Mrs. A. F.
Games were enjoyed 'until- 4 Yancey.
Honored With Shower
win, Mrs. W. E. Lassiter and Mrs. Frank Paschall, Mrs. Grace Jones, 1934. He remained here far a, year
Mrs. Marvin Taylor, Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Rob Lamb, Mrs. Lindsey Fred Enoch.
at private practice and made many o'clock and refreshments of cake,
Dalton, Mrs. Lydia Foster, Mrs.
Mrs. Chas. Barton
•••
candy, and peaches were served.
Roberts and Mrs. - Shirley Lamb
friends and coquets.
Lillian
Page,
Turner
and
Mrs.
Given Shower
The honorees received many nice
entertained with a miscellaneous Mrs. Rufus Spann Honored
ceremony the popFollowing
the
Mrs. Novice Kuykendall.
gifts.
shower in their home April 24 in
With Shower
ular couple left for Louisville
On Thursday afternoon, May 2,
Those present were as follows:
honor of Mrs. T. E. McKinney
where they attended the Kentucky
neighbors and friends met. at the
for -last week) Leo Smith Given
Miss Thelma Joe Brewer, Joan
Mrs. J. C. Madrey who lost (Arrived too late
home of Mrs. Chas. Barton and
Derby and visited points of interHarrell, Bobbie Nell Enoch, Syble
Birthday Dinner
A miscellaneous shower was
eir home by fire recently.
surprised her with a lovely showest in Eastern Kentucky. They are
Harmon, ha Nell Nesbitt, Angie
of Mrs. Rufus
honor
ingiven
Lemonade and rookies were
er. The hours were from 2:00 to
(Arrived too late for last week) at home to their many friends at Mary
McNutt, Dorethy Mae FlipSpann at the home of Thompson
served.
4:00 o'clock and were spgnt
On Sunday, April 28, children Morganfield
po, Jessie Mae Atkins, Gloria Jean
Spann, Saturday, 'April 27, near
and friends gathered at the home
Those having the pleasure of Taylor's Store.
Spann, Evelyn Sue Atkins, Lena
The color scheme was carried
of Leo Smith and celebrated his Mrs. Clifton Morris Entertains
attending were as follnws:
Gray Gibbs, Willa Dean Atkins,
The hours were spent in social
out beautifully 'in pink and white.
So And So Sewing Club
Mrs. .Buren Poyner, Mrs, Finis entertainment and delightful re- 52nd birthday.,
Hilda Mae Scarbrough.
The honoree received many loveAt the noon hour a long table
Mrs. Clifton Morris entertained
Holland, Mrs.' Wavel Alderson, Mrs.
:ef
Virginia Kate_ Atkins, ,Cleaver
sar-ved. _ _
•
•-4r and useful gilts,—
was'"spreadwith-good-things to the-So and So SeWilig 'Club'ThtiFi;
Tom Taylor, Mrs. Ernest Furchess,
'T
ired
Watkins,
Eugene
Atkins,
Toe
Mrs. Spann received many use- eat.
Dainty refreshments were served.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. After Hal Spann. Ted Atkins, Billy Ray
Mrs. Hardy Adair, Miss Irene ful gifts.
Those present were as follows:
The honoree received many ss
in afternocIn of needlework, ice Atkins. Billy Frank Pool, Mrs.
Clark, Mrs. J. C. Madrey, Mrs. J.
Those present included:
Mrs. Chas. Banton, Mrs. Lois
ful lifts.
served.
and
cake
were
cream
Nora
A. Outland, Miss Ruby Fulton,
Miller,
Mrs.
Gertie
Atkins,
Mrs. Joy Denham, Mrs. One
Hargrove and children Dorothy
Those present were as follows:
Those present were as follows: Mrs. Gladks, Spann, Mrs. Celia H
Miss Annie Belle Langston, Miss Kuykendall and baby, Mrs. Mable
Fay and Nat Gibbs, Mrs. Cora
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Smith and
Mrs. Joe Houston, Mrs. Carney Atkins, Mrs.' Clinton Atkins.
Mauzee' Farmer. Miss Eula Hester. Rogers, Mrs. Alice Spann, Mrs.
Gibbs, Mrs. Myrt Enoch, Mrs.
family of- Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Hendon. Mrs. Joe Glasgow, Mrs,
Mrs. Mary McKinney, Mrs. Lo- Rosie Wicker, Mrs. Sallie Kelso, Herman Darnell, Mayfield, Mr.
John Robertson, Mrs."*W. D:Perdue.
Mrs.
Bernard
'Hart,
Ardell
Knight,
Birthday Dinner
man Garner, Mrs. Will Dunh, Mrs. Mrs. Clovis Jones, Mrs. Oria Kel- and Mrs. Gaylon Darnell, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Cathey, Mrs. Gus RobWilliam
Holland, Miss Adolean so, Mrs. Gertie Puckett. Mrs. Mavis Mrs. Buster Darnell and children. Mrs. Walter Boone, Mrs. Nelson
A birthday dinner was given ertson and son Junior, Mrs. J. H.
Miller,
Mrs.
Hebert
Dunn,
Mrs.
Hughes, Mrs. Mary West, Mrs. Windsor, Mrs. Luther McClain, Mr. and Mrs. Will Darnell, Mr. and
Sunday, April 28, in honor of Mrs. Churchill, Mrs. Carter - Robertson
Nettie Fulton, Mrs; Myrtle Mad- Mrs. Anice Orr, Mrs. Gat Phillips, Mrs. Bennie Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. Max Church- J. R. Hicks.
and daughter Nancy, Mrs. Wade
ill, Mrs. Norman Clapp as visitor
rey, Mrs. R. E. Norsworthy, Miss Mrs. Iva Paschall.
A delicious meal was served at Enoch, Mrs. M. A. Thomas, Mrs.
Lowell Lamb.
Mrs. Clifton Morris.
and
Paschall,
Elreta Lamb, Joe Pat Lamb, Mrs.
Virgle
Mrs.
Mr. and
the noon hour.
Lilburn Huie and baby Jeanette,
• ••••
' Mrs. McWain and children, Mn,
Shirley Lamb. Mr. and Mrs. Rob Mrs. Wilburn Spann. Wilburn and Mrs. Eldridge Smith and baby,
Those present were as follows: Mrs. Claud Farmer and daughter,
A.
Closes
P.
Y.
Key,
One
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey Rob- Spann, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. -J. H. Garland, Mr. Wanda.
Mr. and Mrs. Trumon Yongue, Mr.
School Year
erta,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hooper. Mr. and and Mrs. Lawson Smith, Mr. and
and Mrs. Amos Garland, L. L.
Mrs. Chesley Adams. Mrs. J. B.
held
its
The
Murray
P.
T.
A.
Miss Charlotte Ann
Roberts, Mrs. Eerie Kuykendall, Mr.,_ and Mrs. Jim
Garland, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gar- Curd, Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs.
Watters and family,
school
year
meeting
of
the
last
Charles Lamb, Mrs. TOm Langston, Mrs. Nolte Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sid Johnson and daughter,
land, Mr and Mrs. John Garland, Marvin Fulton, Mrs. John Huie,
Mrs. Herman Rolland, Miss Myrt- Harvey Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Campbell and grandson John- Wednesday afternoon, May 1, in Mr. Eunice Walker and family, Mrs. Herbert Farmer, Mrs. Oscar
auditoriSchool
the
Murray
High
lean Holland, Mrs. George Shra- Edd Rickman, Mr. and Mrs. Fred nie, Mr. and Mrs. Ezzie Turner,
T. A. Willoughby and family. Bert Barnes. Mrs. Herman Humphreys,
um with Mrs. L. E. Owen presid- Garland end family. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Chas. -Graham.
der. Cene Langston Shrader, Mrs. Orr. Mr. and Mrs., Leslie Dalton,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Suggs and
-Barber Lamb, Joe Robert Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown. family, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Coch- ing.
Sonnie Garland, Fred Garland and
Those who sent gifts were:
After the invocation by W. B. family.
Mts. Brent Langston, Sylvia Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Toy Spann and baby, run and son, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. Thee. Samnsons, Mrs. Cary
cell Langston. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mr. and Mrs. Tilmon Orr. Mr. and Cochrun and family. Mr. and Mrs. Moser, representatives from the
Mr. Gary Walker and family, Tarry, Miss-Mary Edna Tarry, Mrs.
Murray High School music depart- Mrs. Hontas Garland arid children. Nace Iiiitterworth, Miss Carrie B.
Lamb, 114iss Ima Jean Lamb, Wan- Mrs. Rufus Spann.
Charlie Cochrun and family, Mrs.
taints Miss Annie Sue
ds
Miss Nitaree Spann, Miss Ber- Lizzie Richie, Malcolm Smith, Mr. ment under the direction of Miss Mrs. Dora Miller, Wilbur Dyer and Curd, Mrs. Irve Brewer\
Lamb, Mrs. Raymond Morris, Mrs. nice Kuykendall, Oyna Kuyken- and Mrs. Marshall Prader, Mr. and Juliet Holton presented the fol- family and Aunt Ann Williams,
Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Miss Eliza
Carl Lamb.
dall, Sylvia Kuykendall, Lottie Mrs. Albert Walker and farnily. lowing numbers:
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Hessen, Mr. Curd, Miss Mildred Curd, Mrs.
"Good Night", "I Love My Love", and Mrs. Wavel Boggess, Mrs. Roscoe Beaman, Mrs, Ben ScherfThose unable to attend but sent Mae Kuykendall, Harold Lloyd Mr. and Mrs. Ado Waiters and
KUyisendall, Miss Mary Abb Dal- children, Mrs. Mary Smith, Mr. mixed quartet, composed of Elea- Myrtle Taber and children, ,Mr. fius, Mrs. Baron Myers.
gifts were:
•
• • • • •
Hallet Stewart, Mrs. Lee ton, Miss Myrtle Kiettmesti, Misr and Mrs. Otto Limb and' children, nor Gatlin, ,Jo Robertson, Harold Bert Williams and ,family. Billie
,
Gingles. Jabe Outland, Mrs. J. E. Irene Rickman, Miss Bevoine Hei- Miss Lois Lassiter, Mrs. Ewell Gilbert and Robert Robinson.
Britton and family, Lloyd Dyer, Mr. And Mrs. Bryan Mason
Baritone Solo, Maurice Brausa, Fred Bazzelt, Ave -Vance and a
Black, C. R. Outland. Mrs Galen den, Miss Lexie Lee Phillips. Miss Miller and daughter Irene.
Honor Guests With Dinner
Wilkerson, Miss Cordie Myres, Mr. Irene Orr. Miss Dorothy Rickman.. . Mr. ant Mrs. Cayton Smith and accompanied by Miss Dixie Moore. number of- young people.
Song',
EleaSolo,
"Cradle
Vocal
and relatives gathered
Wends
and Mrs. Brent Edwards, Mrs. 0. Miss Verdallie Wititfear, Miss LTA- baby Jo Ann of Mayfield, Mrs.
Music and conversation were feanor Gatlin,
at e home of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
tie Orr, Miss Mancin Key.
H. St. John.
tures of the day.
Evon Cochrun, Robins and Clara
Vocal Trio, -The Stars", Eleanor
• .• •
Mason'Sundey. May 5.
Thompson Spann, Cletus Enoch, Nell Johnson, Berline Wafters,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tucker, Mrs.
Those present were as follows:
Everet Roberts, Mrs. R. B. White, Talmadge Puckett, Hassell Kuy- Harue Guthrie, Evelyn Dick. Sue ,Gatlin, Mary Lou Gibbs, and Jo Mr. John Houston Celebrates
Mr, and Mrs. Troy Mason and
Mrs. Henry Charlton, Mr. Tom kendall, Bill Waldrop, Preston Keel. _Flora Mae Cole, Hattie, Lou Robertson.
Seventy-Seventh Birthday
The guest speaker of the afterchildren, Martha Sue and Mary
Langston. Mrs. Bert Milstead..Mrs. Kuykendall, Lowell Key, Ortis and Frances Cochrun, Lorena LawMr. John Houston was honored
Nell, Paducah, J. W. Mason, PaduLilburn Paschall, Mrs. ,D1.1 TIFN,111 Er- Key. Macon Rickman, James Rick- rence, Mavis' Wattere Bill Seay, noon was Mrs. J. C. Barr who with te
birthday, dinner by memgave a very interesting talk on
cah, Mrs. Lucille Snow and Miss
Bonnie Shutts, J. D. Pittman, Lawbers of his family at the home of
"Habits—Mental, Moral, and PhysPearly Hays of Paducah, Miss
rence Brooks, Hughie Black,
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Houston on
ical,"
Charlene Edwards of Reidland.
Cochrun, Edgar Lee WilSon,
Sunday. May 5.
Mn, and Mrs. Jim Dodd and
Robert Johnson, S. J. Watters, MelMr. Royston, one of the county's
Mrs. Banks Honored Qn
daughter, Mrs. Essie Wilson, Mr.
vin Dick and .A. it. Rogers.
most honored and loved citizens,
Eightieth Birthday
and Mrs. Ora Dunn and baby
Crawford Henly, Elmo Jorses,
was seventy-seven years old. He
Mrs, Josie Bank was given a
Mavis 'vette, Mr. and 'Mrs. Rex
Elmo Moffit, Freeman Cochrun,
has lived on the east side of the
surprise birthday dinner, WednesMason of Murray, Mrs. Chappel
Basil Smith, Bert and
Gilbert
county and there taken a lead
day. May 1, at her home, in honor
Cain, Murray, Lloyd Mason, Orvis
Smith, - Delmus Morris, 'Corn&
in ' all worthy, and progressivi
of her eightieth birthday.
less ,Wilson. D1.11118S Prince, Oscar
Lovely summer street dresses,
brilliant ...4.evy
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Smith and
nso‘ea.
The honoree received several
Hereon.
Beuton Smith Coddie and Herman
An elaborate dinner was .served.
'
. the reascedars and you'll be dottnly pleased with
nice gifts and wishes for many
The afternoon was featured with
Cochrun,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ancil
CochPresent
were:
onable charges during this teduction.
more happy birthdays.
music and singing.
ran.
Mr. and .Mea. John Houston, Dr.
• • • • •
Those present were as ,follows:
Afternoon callers were: Nellie
and Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mr. Dee
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hale, Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Hire is Host
Mae Kemp. Rozelle Story, Lorena
Houston, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh HousHattie Hill. Mr. T. C. Carson, Mrs.
At Bridge Parties
Suggs, Eunice
Burton. Horace
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Buford Houston,
Julia Swift, Mrs., Gertie Bedwell,
Mrs. Charles Hire entertained
Lee
Todd.
Frank
Suggs. Chester
Martha Lou Houston, John Morris
Mrs. Bettie Patterson, Mr. and
at bridge on Friday evening and
Key, P. chatman, James West. and
Mrs. Tom Banks, Mr. and Mrs. HoinsXon. Hardin Houston, Mrs. Saturday afternoon.
,Mr. Rap
Hardy_ Yarbrough, Miss Charlotte
Thomas -Banks, Mrs. Mattie Ligon,
Virbrough, Miss Addie Mae Yar- 'A lovely variety of spring flow(Good quality materials and fast colors)
Dan Banks. Miss Lorene Gream
F..
Irvan-Coyington
brough,
Charles Yarbrough, Mr. ers were artistically arranged in
and Miss Kathleen Patterson.
the rooms of the home. -'
Wedding Friday.
and Mrs. Ralph Yarbrough.
• • •.
Beautiful assortment of children's dressetrafre••• • •
High score prizes were won by
duced prices.
A marriage of much interest in Listed In "Who's
' •
Mrs. S. S. Duigiud Jr. and Mrs.
Miss Susan PelTer Has
Who"—Poetry
Murray and throulhout West KenBridge Guests
- -- --Friends in
Murray
will he
tucky was that of Miss Mary KathMiss Susan Peffer had bridge
ryn Irvan to Dr. A. Y. CovingtOn pleased to know that Mrs. R. M. guests on Saturday evening.
which took place in late afternoon Church (Risth Rowlett Church)
Four tables were placed in the
Friday, May third at the home of is listed in "Who's Who- in Ameri- sun parlor at Wells Hall.
Many reductions throughout the store. Come in
can
Poetry".
and
that
some
of
her
Mrs. E. D. Covington, South 14th
Delightful
refreshments
were
shop
street. The Rev, J. H. Thurman work will be published in Ameri- served.
,OR illanOttnt of ptsze nourishment,
can
Lyric
Poetry
1935.
officiated and Mrs. Covington,
Present were:
See our lovely showing of EVENING and DINmany irOmen suffer functional pains
te tor thaw digit
aunt of the bride, and A. I. CovMrs. A. F. Wolfson. Mrs. Seay of at serteta times, andthelt record
NER DRESSES. They're truly beautiful.
of the safe
Cardin is offered on
ington, father of. the groom, atLouisville, Miss Tennie Breckinhas
it has brought and the good
eases a
Phillip McCaslin,
overcome
the
tended them.
la
helping
to
ridge. Miss Wilhelma Shaw, Miss
womanly dtetemfert. lira Oole Toeing, of
Miss Katie Irvan and Miss ElizaMyrla Peck, Miss Lillian Hollo- LeendUe, 1.4k.. writer '1 warn raffertng with
beth Covington and friends of the
well, Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Mrs. Instals: . . . I had quite s lot of piith
wawa asses ate nervous I leek Cardin sad
BEACH
family were present.
MRS. C. 0.
Joe Lovett, Mrs. Chas. Hire.
CHARLEY SMITH
tinted It hatpod me to every way. making
bride, a beautiful blonde,
sae rwular end stopping the pain. This
The
Mrs.
R.
E.
Broach,
Miss
Floy
Buikling
Bank
First National
my nerves. making ay heaLtb=
was attractive in a blue suit for
Robbins, Miss Beatrice Frye, Mrs. quieted
Coraut does not
better."
.
B a Langston, Miss Margaret TOII, eonaalt a physician.
travelling with grey "accessories.
Illemmwewearmemawwwwwwm
She carried a corsage of sweet peas Bright colors, brown, grey,
"MISIEEMEfr
and roses. She is the daughter of
blue, red, white
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Irvan, Hardin,
'4°V1f,
and is a graduate of the Hardin
High School with the class of 1933.
She is popular in Murray and
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
-Hardin and has been a frequent
Opposite Ledger & Times Office

'rs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
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95c
49c

Patrons of Water
& Light Co.
Dress Up-the
House for Spring

DECORATE

The rear

Prices Lower Than Ever Before
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We do complete
jobs of Decorating,
Paper Hanging, and
Painting on contract.
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Mrs. J. D. Henry Compliments
Miss Baker With Announcement
Party
Amid a perfect setting of lovely pastel garden flowers throughout her home, Mrs. J. D. Henry
entertained most delightfully with
a dinner party Tuesday evening
complimenting Miss Etna Baker
whose engagement to J. W. Hawthorne was announced.
Mrs. Henry, wearing a navy
blue chiffon dinner gown, receive
ed her guests In her usual gracious
manner, while Miss Baker chose
for this occasion a French blue
model daintily trimmed with flesh
net.
The guests were seated at card
tables which were laid with lace
covers where a delicious three
course dinner was served.
The last course, which consinted of beautifully decorated French
pastry and ice cream moulded in
hearts and cupids, revealed the
wedding date and was most attractive.
At the conclusion of dinner the
tables were 'cleared and several
games of bridge enjoyed. When
scores were counted Mrs. Charles
P. Helfenstein held high and received a dainty piece of lingerie,

Make
her happy with the
gift of gifts.. an

ELGIN!
•Give your little girt • great big
thrill at graduation with an exquitime-tested to the
site Elgia.
literal Foe 70 years it tuts been
America's gift occasion watch. The
new 1935 aLgins are the most beautiful watches we've eves displayed.

Parkeet ArWerry
Store
-Joe T. Parks, Manager

IT'S A JOY to have the rooms re.
papered and woodwork painted or
varnished in the spring. The whole
house Seems in tune with the freshness of the season. Careful walkmanship materials of ftrre quality
serve to emphasize the greatly lowered prices.

Murray Paint and Wallpaper CompaBy
Alums-3.0

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

SUMMER
WEAR
NEW REGENT SANDAL
A smart kid model
for formal or informal summer
wear in white, blue
and beige, in all
sizes.

FLOATING T-STRAP
In high and low
heels for formal
and afternoon
wear so light you'll
forget, feet. S i x
styles.

"Before Phyllis got to us last night I just thought how vSell
dressed she was, but when we talked to her her clothes were
saturated with a queer gas odor."

KID REGENT PUMP
A Regent pump of
unusually fine construction in full
grain kid. In-white,
blue, beige, French
heel.

Services will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.
Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save embarassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Murray

•

•

Kentucky

'1-

116 4.4.4.

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE PAINT AND WALL PAPER
STORE IN MURRAY

NORTH FOURTH STREET

for

DO YOU OFFEND WITH

Dutch's Shoe Shop

brakes are

Hawthorne-Baker
Mrs. William Warren Baker
announces the engagement of her
daughter
Etna
to
Mr. John William Hawthorne
The wedding to take place on
Wednesday, May 15 in
Live Oak, Fla,

=

MURRAY GARMENT CO.

al require-.
anny speed

Obiiimury

Women Who Have Pains
Try CARDUI Next Time

and

... able to

— 0. J. Jennings. Second high went Miss Raker being presented with
to Mrs. M. G. Carman and Mrs. a pair of crystal ctindle holders
in her chosen pattern.--The SuwanA. L. Rhodes.
A delicious party plate was ser- nee Democrat. Live Oak, Fla.
ved.
Guests included Friday ettning .
were:
• •• ••
Miss Maryleona Bishop, Miss
Mildred Botto, Mrs. R. E. Broacn,
Raymond Hedley Easley, son of
Miss Tennie Breckinridge, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Luther Easley, was
Margaret Campbell, Mrs. M. G. born March 26, 1935. died April
Carman, Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mrs. 17, age 22 days.
E. S. Diuguid Jr., Miss Beatrice
Besides his parents he leaves
Frye, Mrs. F. P. Ingiis.
two sisters, one brother, his grandMrs. B. 0. Langston, Mrs. Nor- parents Mr. and Mrs. Edd Easley
man McKenzie, Miss Jane Oliver, and Mr Jim Harwell; one uncle,
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Miss Floy five aunts and a host of relatives
Robbins, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, and friends.
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Har"Sleep on little Raymond—sleep
ry Sledd, Miss Roberta Whitnah, on for the angles have taken you
Mrs. A. F. Yancey'.
out of our sight and carried you
Saturday afternoon guests were: to that beautiful home on high
Mrs. N. M. Atkins, Mrs. Walter and When on earth we breathe
Blackburn, Mrs. J. H. Branch, Miss no more, we hope to meet you on
Verna Goskle, Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, that Heavenly shore."—By his lovMrs. Bryan Langston, Mrs. Joe ing parents.
Lovett, Miss Naomi Maple.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin, Mrs. AL.
Jessamine county Negro form
Rhodes, Miss Ploy Robbins, 'Mrs. men and *omen celebrated nationB. F. Scherffius, Miss Frances Sex- al Negro health week, March 31..
ton, Mrs. Herbert Sires.% Mrs. Roy April 7.
Stewart, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson.

$2.95
$1.95
. 95c
49c

Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$2.95 Dresses for only
$1.95 Dresses for only

easoale
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Most styles

There's no use of anybody having C. 0. (cleaners' odor) in their clothes. It's such a sure means
of detraction from your appearance and impression.

to C

NEW HOSIERY SHADES: Light, cool chiffons in glorious
new tones that will harmonise your frock and shoes in a
new attractiveness. In T. 0. TURNER'S stock now. High
spliced French heels, triple foot and run stop tops feature
this new hose.

For thorough, complete and efficient cleaning
service call the MODEL—prompt and careful attention to every call.

T. 0. TURNER'

MOREL CLEANERS

SHOE STORE
WEST SIDE SQUARE

TELEPHONE 141
5.

slIMMIE111111W
' 4

.Waor

from 3 to 9, AAA
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"James ranks among good scholars
Sketches From the 1935 Senior
and someday will be worth Who's Who in Graduating Class
Class of Kirksey High School many dollars."
of Almo High School In 1935

Lillian L Pierce is the daughter
of Mt and Mrs. C. J. Pierce of
Charles Ray is the son of Mr. Athenian
Otis Brittatn, son of Mt. and act play, "The Red Headed Stem
Joliet 14. Kentuckian near Kirksey. Miss Pierce has
and Mrs. C. C. Ray of jiharra,y.
itc lite &saw( spent all of trier Walt igII-101 GUM mrs.'Mack Btittaln; In senior year Milt, mixed chants. Sophornorh
"kJ.,
Route 2. He attended school at Trail". Treasurer of T. V. A..
• -ltletstry, 'She • has been an stc- taking part in senior play, "Eyes member of the Dramatic Club
Member of Future mixed chorus. Junior: 3-act plays
the Training School previous to '35.
five student all, during' her school of Love".
coming to Kirksey. Charles has
His plans after graduation are years. She has taken part in the Farmers' Club for one year, three "The Purple Tantrum", -The Gin
taken part in the following activi- undecided.
following activities;
years a member of Athletic Club, in the Fur Coat", mixed chorth
ties: Member of the ball team in "A hero ,unequalled-a sportsman
Debater in '35, member of Ath- is Glee Club for 2 yesus, Dra- operetta, "Down Petticoat Larne .
'34, president of F. F. A. in '34-15.
enian pociety '32, Marquette '33- mptic Club 2 years and member Senior: 3-act play, "Eyes of Love
complete,
mixed chorus, Girls Glee Clull
Plays: "Two Brides" '35, "Ranch on A fine one to follow--a hard one '34, and Utopian '33. She is the of Science Club one year.
Trail" '35, "Beads
Society.
member of Dramatic Club. She ha
Sunset
on
president
of
Utopian
to beat."
String'"35. "Itdischievisto Negro"
Plays: "Safety First" '32, "Eyes
Ralph Goodwin, son of Mr. and also taken parts in programs ani
'35,_ and "Here Comes Charlie" '34
Edwar'd Billington is the ,son of of Love" '32, "One Minute of Mrs. Eulis Goodwin. Taking part entertainments.
Member of Joliet Society in 34, Mr. and Mrs. "A. L. Billington of Twelve" '33, "Here Comes Charlie" In the following three-act plays,
Kentuckian '35.
Kirksey. Edward has spent all of '33, "Courageous Man" '33, and "Two Days to Marry", "Eyes of
Lois Goodwin, daughter of Mr
Ilte-1111111/741114I1. ir•
The Mill of the Gods" '36. Oper- Love", "Closed Lips", and "Per- and Mrs. Eulis Goodwin, Dextesalo
His plans after graduation are his school days at Kirksey. He ,
Politics is go dirty because so
and
'32.
Henry
Holland"
"Wind
Mills
of
Congressional
District
and
has
etta:
First
taken
part in the following
Subscription Rates:-In
Four years, Route One. The activities she
undecided.
plexing Situation."
many dirty people dabble in it.
Stewart Counties, Tenn, $100 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere,'2.0U,
Her plans after graduation are Athletic Club, three years, basket- taken part in include; plays, "Per
•• 4 • •
-With his ready wit and cheery activities: Plays: "Gate to HappiAdvertising Rates and Information about Calloway County., market
-ness" '32, "Alley
Daffodil" '32, undecided.
ball; one year softball, Boys Glee plexing Situation" '32, "Beantowi
--smile,
And people make'politics dirty
furnished upon application.
"Two Brides" '35, "Mill of the "Not too serious, not too gay and Club, two years, Leaders League Choir" '32. Operetta, "Down Petti
instead of politics making people He's got lots o' people beat a Gods" '35, and "Wind Mills of Holevery
way."
a true blue girl in
Society, four years, Future Farm- coat Lane," "Two Days to Marry
mile.
land" ah operetta in '32. He is a
There's no point in arguing the dirty.
'34, 'The Girl In the Fur Coat
ers Club.
S. J. Littleton of Rowan county
legality of the chain "send-a-dime"
'33, "Eyes of Love" '35. Band, '32
Buford B. Hurt, son of Mr. and member of the F. F. A. Club.
has
ramii,y
sree
every
Nearly
His plans after graduation are made $22 profit per hundred on
letters for no one appears to give
!gre, _Rol Hurt, _who residea _over
Cartelle Lassiter attended Mur- '33, mixed chorus '34, '35, girt
- -"Brothers csm you spare s dime?" much a hoot about the' legality of some rotten branches.
undeelded.
800-chicks sold es.fryers.
chorus- '35.
County scholarshil
ray 'Tr-kitting School in
been controverted into "Broth- that or anything else. The only town News. And some rottener Kirksey. He has spent all of his "Books do not seem to be Ed's
tests in home economics, place4
Glee
Club,
high
school
days
in
member
of
the
being
a
Kirksey.
He
dime".
send
a
will
you
er.
aim,
argument we have in suggesting roots.
has been a very active student and
entering scholastic meet t general 2nd in 'M. A member of Leader
From the four corners of the that you throw all such letters in
But his good looks have won him
has
participated
contest thigh League Society in '32, '33. Sec
in
science), athletic
several
differfor
Waling
earth there have been
"Faith of Our Fathers" does not
the wastebasket is that you'll probfame."
ent
activities.
and was on retary of freshman class, vice
Exbroad
jump)
State
jump,
the
from
report
letof
The
the past few days a 41:Vitra),
ably send outs more- dimes than necessarily mean credit to them
president of junior class, secretar
Plays: "Drums of Fury'" '34.
aminer and Inspector show an in- the debating club.
ters sent "in the hopes that it will You get in return.
Stella
Ray
is
the
daughter of Mr.
class. Member of soft
-Here Comes Charlie" '34, "Two
creased indebtedness of the state • At Almo he has taken part in of senior
brine PROSPERITY to you."
and
Mrs. C. C. Ray 'of Murray,
But it's your money and if you
Brides" '35, "Ranch on
Sunset
since the sale* tax started Last the following activities: '32-'33: ball team '33, '34, '35. Member si
The scheme is too well known choose to send your _dimes to an
formerly
who
farmer
The Kansas
Trail" '35, "Courageous Men" '35. Route 2. She attended school at July of $2.,922.421,39. The amount Debating Club, Science Club; '33- basketball team '32, '33.
tq its many reeiments. which in- utter stranger its no business of webt West for the summer now has
and'"The Mill of the Gods' '35. the Training School previous to collected from sales tax to date, '34: Glee Club, Science Club, Decludes about every person with a ours and we have no complaint to a farm that comes East.
Kathryn Hargis, daughter of 151,. 5
Operetta, "Wind Mills of Holland." coming to Kirksey. She has shown 110 months) is $7.145,561.73.
bating Club, 'The Girl in the Fur
k,pown postal address, to need any make.
Debater of 1935, president of Fu- great interest in school and its acThe sales tax was a new tax Coat." In '34-15: Glee Club, presi- Hargis, Almo. Her activities it
explanation.
tivities, among them are:
you spare a
can
"Brother,
Back in the old days they cried ture Farmer Club '34, president of
from s new source for revenue dent of the debating club, vice- Almo High School include: 1931-32
Plays: "Safety-First" '32, "One
The "send-a-dime" chain letter "dime!"
collected from the poor and those president Dramatic Club, presi- play, "Alley Daffodil", and chair
about the farmer leaving his farm; Kentuckian Society '35, member
Minute of Twelve" '33, "The Ghost
idea is simply a gambling proposi1932-33
who have only small incomes and dent senior class,, softball, basket- man of freshman class
in Kansas and Oklahoma it's now of Athenian Society '32, member Chaser" '34,
"Here Comes Chartion without any special "take-out"
of Marquette Society '33, '34, presfrom children who buy candy and ball, scholastic contest, "Two Days Glee Club, Dramatic Club. 1933-34
reverse.
the
except the postage which goes to
plays. "The Girl in the Fur Coat"
ident of senior class and valedics lie'"34, "Ranch on Sunset Trail" other childish presents, often pay- to Marry," "Eyes of Love."
'35, "Two Brides" '35, "Squaring it
assist Genial Jim Farley in, his
and "Dangerous Waters", mixes
torian of senior class.
ing 10 per cent or $10.00 on the
horse
Kentucky
is
a
Derby
in
The
ambition to wipe out the anniml
His plans for the future are to With the Boss" '35, and 'The Mill one higidred dollars spent while
Rhoda Herndon, daughter of Mr. chorus, operetta, /Down Petticoa
race and not a hat but thousands
of the Gods'"35. Vice-president
postal deficit 'caused principally
large interests, rail roads, utilities, and Mrs. J. H. Herndon, entered Lane", member of the softbal
fea- of ticket holders felt as ,foolish attend college.
'Players.
Hawkins
The
Budof Kentuckian Society, member of
by the never-ending stream of flotteam.
1934-35, vice-president o;
turing the latest New York plays Saturday as their horse would have He doesn't admit the word "fail- Latin Club '31-32, Joliet Society distilleries and shows pay only' high school in 1931.
sam and jetsam from Washington
ure"
into
his
vocabulary,
Freshman, 1931-12: Plays, "With senior class, mixed chorus, girli
five cents on the hundred dollars
is
vaudeville sketches
wearing one.
'33-14. and Kentuckian Society of
asd Federal bureaus that guest and latest
Help of Scotty", "The Gate to Hap- chorus; plays, "Two, Days to Mari
and do not buy at retail.
in Murray today arid' for the re1935. Secretary of senior class.
under the gelieral title of ''franked
Robbie Jones is the daughter of
Miphomiiie,' "1932 - '33: ry" and "Eyes of Love". Membel
Who voted to place this burden piness."
mainder of this week at 4th and
Some wag has suggested that we
Her plans for the future are unupon you! Not 1. Who has a Play, "Bound to Marry". Dra- of softball team.
Poplar streets. Popular prices pre- are trying to get out of the depres- Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Jones of near decided.
Nobody will get any more dimes vast
Kirksey. Miss Jones has attended
right to criticise this more than matic Club, Junior, 1933-'34: Play.
"Modest and retired, loved and adsion_ by .buying things while we are
Ruth Calhoun, daughter of Mr
than somebody sends. For eVery
"Girl in Fur Coat". Mixed chorone who fought to prevent it.
Mrs Hawkinf wintered in Mur- poor that we could not afford in Kirksey all her high school years. ' mired",
dime you or anybody else gets, ray. He .is a 'Member of Murray
She has taken ,part in the folWho prevented many students us, member of the softball team, and Mrs. Jim ralhsam has taker
When all the Post of The American Legion good times.
somebody sends it
lowing activities:
from entering college? The cost Senior, 1934-35: Play, -Eyes of part in the following activities:
Wilford Dunn, son of Mr. and
Freshman: 31-32: Mixed chorus
books are balanced, souse have lost which_ is sponsoriq the show.
Operetta, "Wind Mills of Holof sales tax to the family.
Love", mixed chorus, orb chorus,
Huey -Long says he is the only land". Plays: "Here Comes Char- Mrs. J. H.-Dunn of near Kirksey.
president of declamation,
and some have gained and the
Who caused business to leave member of the softball team.
Sophomore: 32-33: "The Gate to
man in the country who can organ- lie-34, "Purple Tantrum" '32, "One He was a member of basketball the state? The ones who voted
total of the losses and She aggrete of the gains 'Dalai** 'abatis --Political Announcements
ize a third party. If he would be Minute of Twelve" 33. "The Ranch' team is '32, Be has participated for the law.iitelle Lassiter, son Of Mr. and Happiness." member of Dramatic
lutely.
the only member it would make on Sunset Trail" '45. She was a in the following activities. Plays:
Real estate was =relieved
of Mr's. Atmer Lassiter, Almo. came Club, mixed chorus, declamation,
"Bench on the Sunset Trail" '35,
The beginneft" probably have
$3,500,000-not the farmer because from the Murray Training School. president ,of class. Junior Class:
The Ledger & Tunes is author- both Republicans and Democrats member of the Athenian Society "Wild
Ginger" '31; operetta, "Wind
'32, Joliet '33. and Kentuckian '35.
profited. Ifs too late to get into ized .toj
apnounce T. 0. TURNER. happy.
he has to buy at retail-but the He was a member of the Athletic 33-34: "The Girl in the Fur Coat,"
Review,
Her plans for the future are' un- Mills of Holland" '31, "Mill of the distilleries and whiskey interests Club in '32, 'Future Farmers Club mixed chorus, Fashion
the game now. An unbroken chain of Murray. Calloway county: as a
Gods" '35, "Courageous Men" '35.
is figured to Isring the instigator candidate for STATE SENATOR . A candidate's claims arid a can:: decided.
who do not buy at retail were '32. Plays: "The Girl in the Fur. "pown Petticoat Lane." "DangerHe
plans
to
enter
college
after
a total of $1.500-odd dollars but a from_sthe 3rd Senatorial district. didate's aims' are only too "dften "This girls is one of the happy-gosaved $5,000,000: other interests. Coat" in '33.' Operetta: "Down ous Waters," declamation, secregraduation.
single break in the chain plays subject to the action of the Demo- the same thing.
lucky kind. Good looks, good
amusement and etc., were saved Petticoat Lane" '34, "Two Days to tary of class. Senior: 34-35: 'Two
"A boy who is a good student and
havoc
nature, a
with
the
combination
mathematics. cratfc Primary Election, Saturday,
you
12,500,000. These two items would Marry" '34. "Eyes of Love" '35. He Days 'to Marry." mixed chorUS,.
steady,
Several darn bear ruin the total. August 7. 1935.,
The Elizabethtown News 'thinksseldom find."
equal sales tax.
was a member of the basketball girls chorus, girls trio, dramatic
And when you want anything done
Who are responsible for „this team and softball team of '34 and monologue, "Eyes of Love."
he's ready".
Buford Boyce Dixon is the son
reckless expenditure of the tax '35; boys Glee Club, '34-'35.
,
Christian
county
homemakers
of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Dixon of
payers money! Not us fellows
Howard Bazzell . is the son of
Kirksey. Route 2. Boyce has spent
who wanted to place the burden
Geneva Whitlow. daughter of Mr. have been devoting their social
Mr. and liers.-Crs-sir Bazzell of
'ail of his high school career at
on whiskey and non-essentlals.
and Mrs.. A. A, Whitlow entered programs to a study, of Irish
Kirkser Route 1. Howard has
Kirksey. He has participated in
high school in the year of 1931-12. women's iiiitalutes and-lra poetry
T.
0.
TURNER
spent all of his high school days
the following activities:
Activities of freshman year: 3- and Irish fete days.
Ad v t.
in Kirksey. He has participated in -Polit
Member of basketballZ
el.4 the
following. activities:
'32-13, 33-34, '34-35.
• s
Basketball in _the following seasons', '31-'32, '32-33. '33-'34 and '34love of the South is dead in the '35. He was a member of the Allhighway commission which won't County team in '33-'34, also on an
spend a cent on (the) Dixie in All Regioral team in '34-15.
Plays: , "Alley
Daffodil" '32.
Hardin county.
• •'4 • • '
"Here Comes Charlie" '34, "SquarNine prisoners escaped
in ing it With the Boos" '35. "Ranch
Pulaski county which ire4= on Sunset Trail" '35. "The Mill of
the Gods"- 15._ lie, is a- member
that,-Cecil Williams' and
Joplin's generous hospitality in of the F. F. A. club.
His plans After graduation are
that fair pity doesn't extend to the
•
undecided.
county bastile.
,
s'He's always si_n a good humor
and a good scout
Increases &sired in government
narcotic farrna reminds one that But when you, want - him he's
never about'.
Huey Long and Father Coughlin
are filling the, people full of bad
Reva Mae Cain is -the daughter
dope.
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cain who
She has
An exchange reports that "H. resides near Kirksey.
W. Peterson" of Hopkinsville is spent all of her high school days
The only
candidate for superintendent of in Kirksey. She has been a very
Supplying:
A mother has, perhaps, the hardest earthly lot, and yet no mother
public. instruction.
Meaning of active student in school. She hail'
available
worthy
of the name ever gave herself thoroughly for her child Who
taken
part
in
many
activities
and
course
Is
H. W. Peters. Such
• Low constant
way
\-os
did not-feel that, after all, she reaped what She had sown.
fame to a man 'who is giving among them are:
.temperature.
Plays: "The Gate to Happiness"
away thousands of dollars worth
to obtain
-Henry Ward Beecher.
of school books in every county '32. "Alley' Daffodil" '31, "Safety
Safe
that
First" '33. "Eyes of Love" '32.
in the Commonwealth.
temperature.
is • • • •
"Drums of Fury" '34, "Two Brides"
vital
'35. "Here Comes Charlie" '34, and
of
Grover
The
wife
.Cleveland
Washed
three
"The Mill of the Gods." She is
Bergdoll,
arch
.wartime
slacker,
Remember Mother on Mother's Q/Ly and in doing so, you know she is
air.
way
is begging for a pardon. It will secretary of the Kentuckian Sonot have the approval of those who ciety ;a triernber of' Athenian Soconservative and would appreciate *ice lovelyihings to wear-things of a
food
Conditioned
ciety '31-'32. Joliet '33-'34, and
e,
have sons sleeping in France.
circulation.
protection
••• ••
Kentuckian Society of '3.5. A dereal value to her.
Just wondering whether W. B. bater in '31, '32, and '34-'35.
Ardery of Paris, Ky., will make, Her plans for the. future are
undecided
an ardent candidate, .
•• • ••
"She's itllelligent, friendly: - at•
tractive, and in all sehpolslife
Please, mister, please, don't send
is very_actiyeSs
me any snore chain letters for I
-haven't any dimes and- Tshairenst
Macon H. McCuiston is the son
any stamps and if I.had plenty of
She will always appreciate something
of -Mr. and Mrs. T. M. McCuisLively SUMMER DRESSES,
latsth they wouldn't last long.
•
•
•
• •
ton of Kirksey. Macon has spent
$1.98 and $2.98
for her home.
sheer
It's ,gotten so an editor's bigi most of his school career. at Kirk$3.98 and $5.95
CREPES
gest job is throwing Sunk in the sey. He has participated in the
LUNCHEON SETS, beautifully finfollowing activities:
waste-basket.
ished-Quality materials.
69c and 79c
_HOSIERY
Basketball in the following sees ,ons,
'32-33,
'33-'34,
'34-35. He wa,
The political meeting at Mayficells
--COLLAR and CUFF SETS 39c & 59c
See our display of WHITE SEAL REFRIGERATORS-The largest selling ReBED SPREADS in a selection of
bore some resemblance to the selected as a m-eirsiber of the ali
frigerator in the world. PRICED
materials
98c and $1.98
$20.00 to $27.50
county
and all Regional team in
pre-civil-war slave block. "How
SUMMER SHOES, white with
'35. SocietieV: Athenian '35. MarIN ADDITION-We offer any model br snake of ice refrigerator AT COST.
Much?"
$1.98 and $3.98
Supports
Arch
SHEETS' and PILLOW SLIP SETSquette '34. Kentuckian '35. Plays
• • •• •
She'll like them.
GINGHAM HOUSE SHOES,
As commander of the Murray "Drums of Fury'"34, "Alley Daf
98c
Post of The American Legion I hide '32. "Two Brides" '35. He
something new
BATH SETS-Towels and cloths in
fee; that Sal explanation 11 due some vice-president of the senior clas,
brilliant colors.
MILLINERY, Soft Crepes and
concerning the appearance of the and also salutatorian.
We back this guarantee with a written contract fof any period of years - you
His plans after graduation art
98c and $1.98
Straws
Wallace Shows in Murray last
'41
wish.
undecided.
WINDOW CURTAINS and SCRIMweek under the auspices of The
"He's little but he's loud and hapGLOVES, in white, silks and
Beautiful ruffled curtains
Legion
when
there
were
so
many
DON'T BE DECEIVED BY MECILANICAL REFRIGERATOR SALES TALK
piest when away from a crowd
49c and 98c
fabrics
at
liscal attractions at the same time.
49c and 98c
THAT MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION IS CHEAPER THAN ICE,
'of girls)"
When the carnival was booked,
aji kinds.
of
LINGERIE
BEAUTIFUL
LINOLEUM RUGS
back during the winter, the Legion
James T. Elliott is the son of
There are many gifts m
did not know that Music Week
for
•
$4.98
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elliott of
"Lingerie
at .,the college,' softball games and Murray, Route 13. -James has. spent
WE BACK OUR CLAIMS WITH COLD FACTS
other attractiens- had been sched- all of his' high School days at Kirkuled. The show was coming ,to sex. He has rendered hit best
Murray ariyhow and the mete fact sergces toslata.senool. He has taken
that the Legion gave the carnival part in the follbsving activities
Jts 'auspices did not bring the show Play: "Purple Tantrum": Societlehere as a counter attraction to WiSsonian in '32, Marquette '34
inything else The show would have Kentuckian '35. lie has been ax:
been in competition ,to other events outstanding member of the future
ci,yttic
• M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
DEP iltT•ii
•
whether or not The American farmer chapter.
PHONE 64
Legion had anything to do with
He plans to attend college after
Jt.
•
graduation.
Ilim••••••.•••=.
-1
4•11
Our neighboring state of Tenn.
amaY•4ThalIC
1(
- 111[2: >7
arszas sikiess-sesarseed things. It reeditor fuses to legalize and tax liquor
Joe T. Lovett
when the state is overwhelmingly
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter in debt and its citizens are helming
Its neighbors which have liquor 'Oey
their obligations by swarming over
the borders in hordes to buy hard
SiE1411FR
drink. And then, the legislature r'NATIONAL EVITOIRIA1 pealed itsits modern marriage law ao
that now a girl of 12 and a boy of
s-"VLes.t4st /935
14 may again be legally married in
Tennessee.
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State Tax Problem

Bud Hawkins Players
Here This Week End
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IN A MODERN

Sunday, May 12th

OUR STORE HAS MANY ITEMS FOR WEAR THAT
SHE WOULD LIKE:

•

FOR HER:

REFRIGERATOR

FOR HER HOME:

Is The: Most Economical
Most Healthful.
Most Natural Refrigerant.

We Guarantee to supply yonicTe annually for less than you can
own and operate a mechanical refrigerator!!

_

_

___INVISTIGATE BEFORE YOU INVEST

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
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Headed Step!
s. Sophomore
3i-emetic Club
or: 3-act plays
im", "The Gfe,
mixed Outlet
etticoat Lent,
'Eyes of Love
is Glee Cluis
c Club. She hal
programs alii

aughter of Mi
todwin, Dextessik
tivities she 11111/F
Se; playa. "Per
'32, "Beantowi
a, "Down Petti
Days to Marry
the Fur Coat
'35. Band, '32
'34, '35, girt
Ity
ache/a/shit
mornies, placei
ther of Leader
'32, '33. Sec
in class, vice
class, secretars
[ember of soft
35. Member 0,
'33.

aughter of W,.
tr activities
include: 1931-33
ii1", and chair
class
1932-33
LC Club. 1933-34
the Fur Coat"
Faters", mixet
Down Petticoa
if the softbal
ce-president o:
d chorus, girli
,Days to Man
[..ove". MembeI

aughter of Mr
loun, has taker
rig activities:
Mixed chorus,
s, declamation.
"The Gate to .
• of Dramatic ..
a, declamation,
Junior Class:
the Fur Coat,"
ishion
Review,
ane," "Dangeramation, .secreor: 34-35: "Two
mixed chortle,.
trio, dramatic
of Love."

y
homemakers
sg their social
study of Irish
!rid -In-al Poetry
s.

Who's Who of The Senior Class o
Hazel High School
.44- -mr...7,"suer-Atist-sct .-tauanter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Milstead. Member of band in '32, '33; secretarytreasurer of class in '31, '32, '34,
'35; vice-president in '33, '34. Member of Dramatic Club '31, '34,
French Club '32, '33, Argonian '38,
'34, Chickasaw '34, '35; treasurer
of Home Economics Club in '34,
'35, Glee Club in '34, '35. Entered
in stholastic events in '32, '33. '34.
Plays: "Richard Beware," "Eyes of
Love," "The Black Ace." Plans
to enter school in future.
L. K. Pinklay, Jr., son of Mr.
L. K. Pinkley. Attended Buena
Vista High School in Parsons,
T e n n., Bruceton. Summerville,
Groves in Paris and Hazel. Member of debating in '34, '35, won
county Championship. Member of
baskefati-kfuad '30 to -15. Member Of F. F. A. Benetton '33, Groves
'33, Hazel '34, '35, Cherokee Society '34, '35. Boys chorus, male
quartet, mixed quartet, mixed octet, and mixed chorus '34, '35. Participated in scholaelic events '34,
'35. Football hnd baseball '33, '34.
Plays: "Miss Blue Bonnet," 'Eyes
of Love." "The Black Ace," "Birdie Breeze In," "Borrowed Money,
Dollars and Cents," "Black Ghost
of the Pine," "Gone West," and
"Worthy Vagabond". Plans are
undecided.
Willie Ora Paschall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Paschall. In
1931, '32, '33, member of band.
Member of Dramatic Club '31,
French Club '32, Argonian '33, '34,
Cherokee in '34; '35. In recital in
year of '33, '34. Home Ec. Club
'33, '35, Glee Club '34, 5. In '33,
'34 entered oral 'interpretation, '34,
'35 winner of oral interpretation
in county,and second in district.
Plays, "Richard Beware," "Eyes of
Love," and "The Black Ace." Plans
49 enter in school, taking a secretarial course in future.
Brown Clayton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Clayton. Treasurer of
class at Buchanon in year '33, '34.
Member of Future Farmers' Club
in '31, '35. Head of class in his
four years of high school mathematics. Won first place in mathe-

Fat Folks Read This

rustics in county contest in '34,
'35. Member of boys' chorus in
'35. Plans to enter school in fall.
Ranked third in class in high
school. Plays, "No Account David",
"Eyes of Love" and "The Black
Ace."
Truett Smith Hawley, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. A. Sit.'Hawley. President of French Club in '32, '33.
President of freshman class of '32,
Member of Future Farmer
'33.
Club in '31-'35. President of Future Farmer Club in '34, '35. President of junior class in '33, '34.
President of senior class '34, '35.
Salutatorian of graduating class.
Vice-president of Enonian Seciety.
Member of Glee Club '33, '34, '35.
Member of winning county male
quartet '34, "35. Member of octet
15, mtrect chortle '33, 14, 15,
hand '32, '33, member of winning
'34, '35.
county
debating team
Entered in scholastic events '31, '35.
Plays. "Eyes of Love", "The Black
Ace". Pl&ns to take up mechanical draftifig in future.
Eulala Bailey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Bailey. Secretary
and treasurer
of class '32, '33.
News reporter '34, '35; president of
Home Ec. Club in '35; Glee Club
in '33, '34, '35; mixed chorus in
'33, '34. Member of Dramatic Club
'31, '32, French Club '32, '33,
Enonian in '33, '34, Cherokee in
'35., Vays, "Eyes of Love"
and "The Black Ace." Plans to
enter telephone operators schools
in future.
Laurine Curd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Curd. Valedictorian of '35 class; president of class
in '32, '33; vice-president of her
class in freshman and senior year;
member of band in '31, '32, Glee
Club '32, '33, '34, '35; mixed octet '35; girls' basketball team in
'31, '32. Member of clubs: Dramatic in '31. French in '32, Ormien: '33, '34, Cherokee '34, '33.
President of Home Ec. Club in
'34. Plays. "Lighthouse Nan", "Alley Daffodil", "Richard Beware",
Fashioned Mother", "Eyes of
Lelve",• "The Black Ace". Member
'of cast of rtegro minstrel in '32,
'33, '34. Participated in scholastic
meets for four years. Plans to enter school in tall.

"Old

SHE REDUCED 14
ABS.IN 3 WEEKS

Mildred King, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. King. In '30, '31
secretary of Home Ec. Club, Dramatic Club in '31, '32, Home Ec.
Club 'in '32, '33, Enonian in '33,
'34, Chickasaw in '34. '35, Glee
' Paid No Attention
Club in '34, '35. Plays, ."Eyes of
To Envious Gossiper!
Ion: and "The Black "Ace". Plans
Freeport.
Valentine
of
Mrs. J. H.
to enter school In fall.
N. Y., writes: "I lost 14 lbs. with
Kruschen and my husband took
Katherine Brandon, daughter of
_off 12 lbs. in 3 weeks and intends
keeping up the good work. I think Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Brandon. News
Kruschen is simply wonderful."
reperter of French Club in '32,
Intelligent folks like Mr. and '33. Member of Glee Club '34, '35.
Mrs. Valentine don't listen to gossiping folks who tell them it's im- Member of Dramatic -Club in '31,
'32, French '32, '33, Orgonian in
possible to reduee safely.
Kruschen Salts is one safe reduc- '33, '34. Cherokee in '34, '35, Home
ing treatment-7-W* a health treat- Ee.-rClub in '33,- '34, '35. plays,
ment-physicians prescribe it-jitst
take g half teaspoonful in a cup of "Eyes of Love" and "The Black
hot water first thing-every morn- Ace". Plans to enter school in
ing-tastes fine with juice of half future.
lemon added-a jar lasts 4 weeks
and costs but a few cents--any drug
store. Dale Stubblefield & Co. sells
Read the Classified Column.
lots of it. •

daughter, Lola Pearl, spent SunIt \:ce one afternoon last week and
Enough philosophizing now for
day with Mr. and, Mrs. W. T.
I was rerninded of other spring- comic tragedy.
Clerk.
times and those good Mid horse
Otis Lovins, a well knewn teachand buggy days when people took
Mi. and Mrs. Tosco Wilson visiter, and even 'more lekperiehced
This is blue Monday for the
tiMe to live.
poultryman, proudly put his hurts farmers as it has rained for three ed Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Wilson SunI was made to wonder recently
with day afternoon.
diethtatIW. -re leo
dred and seventy-teeirisaftriedatett
if the Geed Samaritan had had a
Hoping to have better health to
in a nice new pen under the shade their work.
car would his story have been the
Mrs. J. N. Wilson is suffering report next week.-"Tilda".
of the old apple tree, no doubt
same. I had heard a sad story of
looking forward to many happy from a severe attack of malaria
a poor man and his two orphan
Mrs. Hertle Craig is recovering
hours watching them there, but
daughters and I had hoped that
imagine his horrified consternation from an operation for appendicitis.
sometime I might have the opporwhen on his first visit to them he She was removed to her home last
tunity of meeting them and helpfound that he had overlooked one Friday.
ing them somehow. Then one day
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Craig and
small detail in his planning. A
Notice to baseball players!
we were going to Dover and just
half dozen bee hives stood also son, Henton Graves. visited Mrs.
as we swiftly rounded a curve
convtiniently near the old apple Julia Clark Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
This is to notify all baseL11111
we passed three people „trudging
tree, but the occupants of the Clark has been confined to her players that intend to play with
along, and before we could stop
hives had settled busily upon the chair for over a year.
-•
the Pine- Bluff team this year, to
we were out of sight around anMrs. Johnny Stubblefield if at meet at Pine Bluff Sunday, May
occupants of thdoPen and 80 chicks
other curve. My conscience hurt
were dead and their rescuer sadly the bedside of her sister, Mrs. Mol- 12, in the afternoon to organize
me then when I learned that I
disfigured before the much needed ly Bane, of Centerville, Tenn. Mrs. and get plans under way for the
had passed up my first opportunity
separation was amomplishd.
Bane is very low of paralysis.
season.
to give the man and his daughMrs. Annie Wilson and son and
Guess I have worn my welcome
We wish to schedule games with
ters. g lift, but when two hours
out, but have at least helped to grandson. Otis and Albertis, at- any team of equal strength.-Otis
later I returned and met them
fill up space. -The Chatterbox.
tended the singing in Paris Sun- L. Eldridge, manager.
still trudging on wearily I knew
day.
not how far, I was. misearble with
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon Clark and
It Pays to Read the tlaaatifeda
Read the Clamtfted Coltmin.
remorse. Hambone said, "The sermons that do- WA- simia- -110041 are
those we preach to ourselves." My
text to myself that day was, "Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of
the least of these, ye did it not,to
me."
Of course all hitch hikers don't
affect me similarly, for some leave
their car at home, and it would be
dangerous to take in all strangers,
but "the least of these" are the
words that trouble me.
"The least of these" are often
AU Is quiet in this scene from Paramount's "Four Hours to Kill!" at the richer in some respects than those
Capitol Theatre Sunday and Monday, but, in a few moments, things who keep up with the times. I was
start popping as Richard Bathelmcns escapes from his captor, Charles present at a club meeting some
time ago and the home demonstraWilson. and goes gunning for the man who sent him to prison.
tion agent, while talking of wild
flowers, wished that somewhere
Talmon.
she could find Lady's Slipper for
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Adair and her garden. The hostess amazed
Midway,
of
near
Mary Frances
me by knowing the very spot in
spent the week end with her par- the woods where the plant grew
ents Mr. and Mrs. Newell John- abundantly.
The act is fundamentally unsound in the stateMrs. Rudy Paul Bromer return- son and family.
The most of us shut our eyes to
Mrs. Garnett Luten of near Mur- the beauty around us and look for
ed to her home in Detroit, Mich.,
ment of alleged evils it seeks to cure and in
after a visit of several weeks with. ray spent a few days last week it afar.
• the methods suggested to accomplish its purher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Poole.
White.
pose.
Several folks from this neighAmong those who were in Murfunerai
serborhood
attended
the
ray Saturday were Mr. Huston
It !wilt ithPoiie unnecessary burdens on legitiMiller, John Alexander and son vices of Mrs. Richard Wilcox at
Herbert, Miss Mettle Frances and Murray Friday afternoon.
mate operators, which will be bourne ultimateMr. and Mrs. Jack Cochran of
Gustave St. John.
ly
by utility customers and innocent investors.
near Coldwater were week end
Mrs. Charlie Walker Mid eon
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Harguests
of
Hollis were in Murray Friday to
ris.
The act offers no satisfactory remedies for the
attend the funeral of Mrs.'RichHardy Culpepper of Detroit, is
ard Wilcox.
recognized abuses not already available by
spending a few days with his. parMrs. Myrtle Walker and daughCulMr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Ben
ents
existing
laws.
ter, Miss Lillian, were in Murray
pepper and family.
recently on business.
John Edd Johnson is spending
daughters,
Miller
and
Irvan
this week with his sister, Mrs.
Misses Era and Vera, were-hi -MurHardy Adair, and Mr. Adair, near
ray on business Friday.
Midway.
•
on White and
Mr. and Mrs.
family have as their guest over
the week end their daughter. Mrs.
Raymond Herning of Clinton.
Mrs. Hurtle Craig returned to
her nome near Mason's Chapel
I have to .send a letter in one
from the Mason Memorial Hospital week to have it reach its destinaafter an operation.
tion the next, so the only time my
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Strader news isn't stale is when I act as
night
in
spent
the
and family
prognosticator and tell what I
Hazel Saturday as guests of Mr. think is. going to happen, and then
and Mrs. Tump Lawrence.
very pften it doesn't. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Adams,
People are at last getting started
'Miss Lucy Strader and Ralph Tid- to farming and though there are
well were in Murray .Saturday many obstacles, worries and clisaPnight to attend the carnival.
pointments in store for those whq
"Rain. Rain go away. come again follow this occupation, it's a great
some other day" is what most of life work.
the farmers seem to be saying but
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks writes that
before the summer is gone you so far, she is liking hotel life fine.
may want some rain to make Wouldn't most any of us consider
EVERY MODEL WITH THE
things grow.
we were vacationing if we could
Misses Eula and Ruby Lee Pink- have our meals served awhile
ley visited in Bruceton. Tenn., without planning or cooking.
over the week end and attended
Mr. and Mrs. Eleanor Vincent's
First Sunday in May which is the infant daughter, Eleanor June, was
annual homecoming day for Primi- buried in the family cemetery
A Federal agency would have the sole power
tive Baptists.-Scatter-Brain.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Gracie Cook is still unable
to issue orders for service extensions and imto bend her knee, so, she remains
provements
in facilities of such utility comin bed where she has been since
her limb was broken almost two
panies.
Tip Culpepper returned to, De- months ago. When we feel the
troit Tuesday of last week after blues coming on the best cure
A Federal bureau would decide upon their rates
spending a few days with his par- that I know is a visit to some one
and general business practices.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ben Cul- less fortunate who can make us
count our blessings.
pepper.
We attended the senior play at
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hurt' and
A Federal agency would control their construclittle daughter. Illa Fay. of Cherry Dover High School Friday night
tion, engineering, research, purchasing, and
Congratulations to two more
spent part of last week visiting
school acquaintances, Miss
their parents Mr. and Mrs. Oury old
other technical functions.
Hurt and Mr. and Mrs. Smoot Lassiter and Mr. McCuiston. May The Electric Refrigerator you buy
your futures be so well arranged
Hendrick.
should do two things:
A Federal agency would have the sweeping
Ewin Winchester returned from that you would 'never have them
safe'refrigeration
be1.
Provide
Detroit last week after spending changed.
power of disapproval or modification over all
a few days with his brother,
I, came down the old Concord
low 500. (No matter how

Hazel Route 3

BEFORE SHOOTING STARTS

Pine Bluff Nine
Will Organize

Fight This Destructive
Wheeler-Rayburn Bill!
THE Wheeler-Rayburn utility bill now pending in Congress would damage the service of customers, just as
would
ruin the savings of investors. This fact is recogit
nized by one State Public Utilities Commission, which
declared in a telegram sent to Representative Rayburn:

Scatter-Brain's
News

Across the River

SEE THE
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HANNA'S
LIQUID SATINOID

n of
tnd $1.98

... a flat wall finish.

• SETS-

apply...Easy to chum

cloths in

and 98c

This bill means more government in business, more red
tape, more costly commissions. Government in business
has been a failure for 100 years.
Why Service Would Suffer

A maze of bureaucratic red tape would replace the skill
and experience of trained men long connected with electric and natural gas utility companies engaged in interstate business.

Stone News

her.

lomething

Every utility customer should become aroused against
this bill. The bill proposes to wipe out utility holding
companies and to place local electric and natural gas companies, engaged in interstate commerce, under stifling
bureaucratic control from Washington. It brushes aside
States' rights, ignores State utility commissions, and
places local situations under distant Federal control.

Easy to

LIQUID SATINOID as so easy to apply. ... It goes on evenly and smoothly and is quickly dry.
Satinoid finished walla are economical. ...They
will not need redecorating for years. The flat, closer
grained surface of Satinoid is easily kept clean and fresh looking.
There are any number of attractive decorative effects that can be
obtained with Sseiosoid.

Marray Lumber Co.

hot the kitchen gets).
2. Freeze enough ice-fast
enough-to meet all your
needs.
Only the Frigidaire'35 is equipped
with the Super Freezer, which
Maintains constant low temperatures-no matter how high the
mercury soars-and keeps your
food wholesome and delicious.
The Super Freezer freezes more
ice-faster. Every Frigidaire'33
has the Super Freezer.
Visit our Spring Parade and let
Tradition means much here in Kentucky-but we ?wallow you how the Super
moderns must have all the comforts and- Tonveniennes, Freezer operates-and how it
besides. Bo the Seelbach has remodeled its guest rooms
and redecorated its parlors to make them the smartest, Save you money.
eanest and most comfortable you ever occupied.
"We are co-operating with
You've a treat awaiting you-make the Seelbach your the Better Housing Program
home when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single, -The U. S. Government will
$2.50 double. WITH BATH,- $2.4)eiginglitp-fat9D double. now help you buy your FrigAnd remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATH- idaire.
SKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable restauCOME IN AND ASK
rants and bars in Louisville.
ABOUT IT
Harold A. Sage, Manager.-

HOTEL

Fourth 6
ltidnut Sts

B AHoo Hin LOUISVILLE

Incorporated

Phone 262

Murray, Ky.

E 1.
Mi1 Oh! K„,11„c hat

C
ote

JOHNSON-FAIN
MUSIC CO. ,

contracts entered into by any such public utility company.

The net result of all this Federal control is more politics
in business. When you mix politics with business, then
business suffers. States' rights will be crushed and State
utility commissions will ultimately be compelled to surrender practically all their powers to distant Washington
bureaus. Service cannot be maintained, much less improved, with all the initiative and flexibility of action
&Alffed out by bureaucracy. Rates would probably rise,
Protect Your Service and Your Savin
You who are utility customers an 'hose of you who have invested your
money in utility stocks and bonds should oppose this unnecessary and
destructive bill. It is a threat to your service and to your savings. Ask
your Senators and Representatives to vote against the Wheeler-Rayburn Bill, and to write you promptly, telling you whether or not they
will do so.

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT and
POWER COMPANY
Incorporated

•

*Jr ;sass,

seasies #14..

.

s•-vsese-ssaar

•

as% seoe-asmtsiessr amoratarst

avers...1 S-ssro.
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Who's Who in the Senior Class
Stella Gossip
of New Concord High School'The storm of May 2 lalsw down
-6111441•144.6 41.14•••,

(Arrived too late for last week)
Hattie Frances Lax. 17. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E, H. Lax of Hazel
Route 2.
Activities: Plays: "An Arizona
Cowboy," 13: 'Mhther Mine" '33:
"Wad Ginger" '33; "Mrs. Tubbs of
Shantytown" '34: -A Poor- Married
Operetta: • "Windmills
Man- '35.
of Holland" '33.
Music: girls' solo '33. _'34. '35:
girls trio '33. '34. '35, mixed . quartet
'34. '35: mixed octet '33.
'34. 15: mixed aorta- 12. 13. '34.
'35: girls' chorus '32, '33. '34. '35.
Scholarship Tests: Algebra II '33
Current Events '35.
Plans to enter college this fall.
Parrett Shoemaker. 17. son
Mr. and Mrs, F.
of Hazel, Route 2.
• Activities: rsntered County ScholHistory '33:
astic Test. World
American Literature '34: American
Literature-15: and District Scholastic Test in World History in '34:
member of boys chorus '34, baseball '34; softball '34. :35: basketball
14. '35s, president of junior class
in '33 '34 and serpor class '34. '35.
Plays: "An Arizona Cowboy" '33.
"Mrs. Tubbs of Shantytown" '34.
"Wild Ginger" 13.,"A Poor Married Man" '35. "Eighteen Carot
Boob" '33 A member of the debating team of '35. Won second
place in oratorical declamation in
'35.
Plans to enter Murray State
College this fall.
Newnan Chrisman 19. son of
Mr. and Mrs. N. F Chrisman of
New Concord.
.Activities: Member of basketball
aa_d-__13. '34. Member of softsqLs
ball '34. '35.
Music: octet '34. '35; mixed chorous '34. '35: mixed quartet '34, '35:
boys quartet '34. '35: solo '35: boys
chorus '33: entered scholastic test
_
in geometry '35_
Plays: -Tompkins Hired Man"
Mine" '13: "Poor.
11: "Mother
Married Man" '35; operetta. 'Windmills of Holland" '33.
Lourell Sbeiton. age .18. daughter of Mr. and Mrs_ G. E. Shelton.
Murray. Route 7
Activities: Plays: An Arizona
Cowboy" '33. "Mrs_ Tubbs of Shanty Town" '34. "A Poor Married
Man" 15_ Entered District scholastic test in home economics in
'33, and county test in biology in
'35: vice-president of junior clam
and treasprer of „senior "class.
Plans to'enter college this summer

Pliny A Winchester. age 19. son
of Mr. and Mrs J.-W. Winchester.
Brandon.
Csmpleted sophomore class at
Murray High School in 1930. enterer Faxon High School in 1933.
entered New Concord High School
1934.
Activities: Plays: "The Man in
the' Green Shirt" '33. '34. "He's MY
Pal: '33. '34. "A Poor Married
Man" '35. Entered scholastic test
in arithmetic in '34, agriculture IV
'35, and won first place Member
of New Coneeed High School debating team '33. '34..- Member of
mixed chorus '34. '35. Member of
softball '34. '35. basketball '34, '35.
Faxon F. F A. '33.
Treasurer
'34_ __Treasurer of Calloway CounReporter of
F A '34. '35
ty
evi- roltiOrd . High School P. F
A. •14.
Plans t attend M. S. C. this
fall.

a

F.

Pauline Oliver, IS, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Oliver, Knight.
Activities: Plays: "An Arizona
Cowboy" '33, .:Wild -Ginger", '33.
"Mrs. Tubbs of Shantytown" '34.
-A Poor Married Man" '35. -Operetta. "Windmills of Holland." Entered scholastic test in algebra I.
won second place. '32. World History, won first place '33: general
scholarship '34: English mechanics
IV first place '35. Music: mixed
chorus '32. '33. '34. '35; girls' chorus :32. '33. '34. '35; missal octet '35.
Plans tow enter college this summer.
Clyde Dewlane Milton. 18. son
of Mr and Mrs. R. M. Milton,
Model. Tenn.
'Entered Pleasant Valley Junior
High School in 1931. after two
years of wrok there entered New
Concord High School as a junior
A member af Pleasant
in 33
Valley baseball nine '31. '32, '33.
New Concord baseball and softball in '34 '35. competed in County scholastic tests '32, '33. '35: member of senior play. "A Poor Married 'Man" '35.
Plans to enter bpsiness college
this fall.
'

CAMP MURRAY

The First Christian Church will
conduct the warahip serve* at
Camp Murray neat Sunday Morning at 8:30 o'clock.
A mixed•Ciliartet from the college
Will sing. A group from the church
is expected to be in atttIndance.:
E B. Motley will gp:e as brief mese

1 Noble Harris
Formally Announces For
State Representative from
Calloway County
I am a CANDIDATE for REPRESENTATIVE, subject to
the will of the Democratic Voters of Calloway County.
_
I dial advocate. if. in case it seems a certainty that **me
form of salea tax will be enacted at the expiration of the
present law, then I will put forth every effort to place a clause
therein to exempt all necessities of life from such tax and place
same on luxuries.
I shall advocate an income tax law whereby the rich and
powerful be compelled to contribute their share to the welfare
of humanity.
I shall advocate an old age pension `law similar to the one
recommended hat President Roosevelt.
I shall advocate re-enactment of the school law wherein
the superintendent of the schools is to be nominated and elected by popular vote.
I shall advocate all homesteads be exempt from state taxation up to 53500.0e.
I shall advocate that at least one cent of the five 'cents
State Tax on gasoline he used for the.Lateral Roads of each
- (:ounty, wherebY each citizen will share some of the enormous
.amoant 'paid into the Road Fund from that source. .
I shall advocate the Re-enactment of the dog lass, whereby every dog will have to be vaccinated by the State Veterinarian at a cost of 25 cents, saving the owner 75 cents on each
dog and also eliminating all fear of Rabies.
These are some of my thoughts. I realize that there are
many other changes that would benefit the masses of the people. I do know that I cannot correct all that is wrong. but I
do feel that I could stop some of the leaks that are sapping the
life blood out of the /*ante..
I would like to go to the Legislature and have the people
say when I returned that I was one man they sent to the Legislature that really repre-sented the people instead' of . himself. ,
Thanking one and all for anything you might say in my
behalf.

,

Noble-Harris
-Political Ad vertisement-

type. All the parts are good.
KIRKSEY SENIORS TO GIVE
Bring along your pencils and
PLAY SAVRDAY NIGHT, lira
paper, for between tears you'll be
trying to figure what is mining
By special arrangement with the
Dramatic Publishing Company of next

ay.

44 CAPITOL 44

tallest--awk tree on the hen
senior class of KirkLightning hit Chicago. the
house, and etc.
On Friday evening, May 10, Mit •FINIC4,411,AIL-1 .A...
sey High School will present a
radio wire, excited ole Eagle. you
acts entitled "The B. Hurt will deliver the comthree
in
drama
betcha! Wind blew a window out
Mill of the Gods," by Eugene Todd mencement' address to the Kirksey
upstairs at Carl ChristenbeiTy's.
High graduating class.
The cast is computed of four
Carl jumped up out of bed barefooted--wind and rain knocked men and four women. You will
Fifteen acres of low. wet Carter
him down while he was stopping find yourself falling in love with county land were drained with the
the
from
"Selina"
of
rise
old
dear
A M0 WS 14011110'
bed_
feathei
a
with
up
the window
help of the county agent. '
"Patty" iwho is
the curtain.
That's all I want to know!!
_ a'aiN
she?), is a very lovable character.
Orders for 3,000 pounds of LespeLast week's Ledger & Times was
"Lawrence." the smooth tongued
Us
-.„•'
., •- '
were
seed
pooled
Mug.
by
deza
a "jimdandy". Jots by Jce. 'Bob
4
villain, causes plenty of exciteParker. about fruit crop shortage.
offin county farmers, and a reduced
is
the
tramp,
a
"Terry."
ment.
yes our cidereipple trees are makprice obtained.
puzzling, yet highly interesting'
ing almost a failure (three years
straight). but our peach crop is
fine. I always read - our- county
agent's notes. aJohn . Rudy Oury,
• Mel %.
fishen and game warden, had a
good "piece". I have not seen a
ADA INCE'
1.114..111 OAILIVAIV
quail this spring. all of them have
as 6114,0411.
MIAMI PANOLIN
been assassinated.
I will sell for delinquent state and county taxes, propNIL OM,. 8.•
MC mei
J. I. Slaughter _ of Blytheville. erty of the following named persons on May 27, 1935,
ral4 ••••••••• 14414.111
404444 bv Si
Arks was the guest last week of same being fourth Monday, at the county court house
14441 tvse MI
his son. Alvie Slaughter, and famdoor, between the hours of one and four o'clock P. M. A
ily of Coldwater. Irvan and 'me'
more complete description of the lands and lots may be
near
together
up"
were "brought
ColdwIter. 'We played the fiddles found in the office of the county court clerk of Calloway
and went to bran dances, and county.
every thing He is now about 76.
Amounts due for taxes shown below do not includf
-See how this world- has made a penalties, interest, advertising costs, etc.
change."
CARL B. KINGINS, Sheriff Calloway County.
Mrs. Nannie Pullen. a true and
Coldwater
member of
faithful
CITY OF MURRAY
Church of Christ, is a regular Federal Land Bank, 40 acres land
15.00
attendenr Have seen her come to
67.01)
Hay, Mrs. Sudie, 4 lots
church, afoot, through rain, with
19.50
Hicks, J. Woodard, 1 lot
her two granddaughters. even if
b3.30
Irvan, Dr. 0. B., 1 lot
she is 70 years of age. Time would
300ti
Mrs. Martha. 102 acres land
fail me to tell of Gideon. Jephtha. McCord,
44.93
James R. 89 acres land and I lot
McDaniel.
who
prophets
the
also
David,
Ititiu
through . faith subdued kingdoms. Phillips, Lindsey, 1 lot
17.01
lot
1
H..
E.
Mrs.
Purdom,
obtainand
wrought righteousness
.
26.00
Utterback, Mrs. P. A., 2 lots
ed proposes. Heb. 11. ,
WEST MURRAY s_s_
Mr. John Morgan is afflicted
3.1.)e
with pain in his back. I told hint Edwards, James W., 1 lot
8.50
to put a medicated "porus" plaster Miller. Robert A., 54 acres land
7.50
on his back. I am even capable Howlett, Joe, 2. lots
4th
SWANN
of telling a doctor what to do
S.50
when he gel sick. I cured one Hill, William. 35 acres land
5.25
doctor sound and well.
Cagle, Mrs. S. M., 96 acres land
tg0- Iwo ,44•00`
kit
3.76
We all took dinner at Cons Skinner, Mrs. J. H. 25 acres land
BRINLEY
"
ttel
Sunday. Had honey. strawberries
„e
0
6OOCIee".
29.05
and etc. Our patch has "come in". Adams, J. V., 105 acres land
7.00
This rainy weather requires. Cox. E. M, al acres land
,19410
Muncie Clark to drag our high- Enoch, Gus, 80 acres land
way oftener to keep her in ship- Johnson. Charles W, 20 acres land
tor.24
shape.
3.06
Riley. B. H., 29 acres land
We will not hear the, auctioneer Singleton; W. R. (Estate), 32 acres
9.t10
on the loose leaf floors until next
HAZEL
December in his sing-song. un- Mathis, Thomas L. 50 acres land
17.50
known tongue. Herjassis what I
22.50
Oliver, J E..'80 acres land
inade-.Out: We believe th the doc5.78
T4 '72 acres land
Wilson,
trine'of original sin!! that alt-!!- of
CITY OF HAZEL
Adam's pc:ate/ay:: are sinners by
2.25
7 _J., 1 lot
nature, have neither will 7'7' nor Bright, 'W7.00
R., 1 lot
power! to do a frazlin thing, -Cheiry, B.
4.75
Erwin, L. A.. 1 lot
awk!!.-Eagle.
8.011
McCloud, Mrs. Mabel. 1 lot
•
3.37
Peterson, John. 2 lots
5.50
Petty, Robert M., 10 acres land
5.50
Martin, Clay (colored) I lot
I'va wolkad through hell to
J Mack McClure. son of ElijahcoricoaD
and Ann McClure. was Isorrl".1441Y Allbrinen, F. W. 92 acres land
11.36
reach you,Anderson,and all
29. 1860. ..-steparted this life April Bradshaw, L. I, 60 acres land
0.25
4 1935: age 74 years, 8 months Coleman. Frank, 7 acres land
s_
4.00
hell's Ares won't save you I
and 7 days. He was married to Crabtree. Mrs. Myrtle. 15 acres liusd
1.50
Louisa Orr August 12, 1911. To
12.62
Dunn. B. F., 160 acres land
Bog, plead,•trawl, do anythis union two children were
8.24
Hendon. Thomas. 13 acres land
born, both of which have gone on
13.88
Kimbro, J. M., 89 acres land
thing . but ivory breath
before him to the Great, Beyond.
7.00
Kimbro, J. J., 29 acres land
He professed faith in Christ at
25.19
lend
acres
R., 160
you draw from now on- is a
an early age and joined Beech Moody, E.
17.50
acres land
Grove Church and lived a faith- Sparks, C. L., 130
tainerr
personal present from mel"
ful member until death.
3.28
He leaves a *sae, two brothers, Angel. G. 'R.. 100 land
41.92
Dramatic dynamite! A daring
and two sisters and a hisisi of Burkeen, A. J.. 180 acres land
3.00'
motion picture that pulls no
relatives and friends to mourn his Donelson, Euwin, 57 acrel land
8.5e
punches . . . has no preachment,
death. But grieve not as those Garland, W. L.. 100 acres land
7.00
but bravely reveals the grip.
who haven't( hope for he left this Holland, R. L., 33 acres land
Adolph Zukor
13.0V
ping dram. that might some
glorious assurance that all was Miller, Gus M., 84 acres land
presents
15 48
day enter and mangle your life!
well and. that he was just wailing McDaniel. W. W 109 acres land
8.24
the call to come to the home Scott, Kara, 80 acres land
10.74
prepared for the redeemed where Walker, A. A., 45 acres land
EAST MURRAY
there is no more pain and suffer25.30
ing Having suffered untold agony Oliver, N. V._(Estate) 70 acres land
WADESEIORO
for three months, but bore his suf3.0(1
fering with great patience
Jones, tharles L.. 62 acres land
19.50
'A precious one from us has gone Smith. Viola (Estate) 132 acres land
His voice we love is still
CITY OF DEXTER
A place is vacant in our home
6.80
Barnett M. Ls 2 lots
Which never can be filled."
Ernestberger. F. M. 1 lot8.50
-A Friend
9.25
Moore, E. J., 51 acres land
WADESBORO (Colored)
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHI../ILH
2.62
Hudspeth. W. H., 28 acres land
7.00
Hudspeth. Ernest. 40 acres land
Sunday School at 9:30. W._ Z. Singleton, J.. B. and Johnnie. 1 lot
10.00
Carter, superintendent
Rain cut
SUPERVISORS
Mata.4,41
down 'our attendance last Sunday. BurkeenS Mrs. Melda, 14 acres land
'2.10
Let's make it up next Sunday.
5.25
Cress. B. T., 45 acres land
Mother's Day service next Sun- Ernestberger, J. O.. 13 acres land and 1 lot
7.50
day morning at 10:45 o'clock: Ser- Gordon. J. A., 1
3.74
mon by the pastor. We are ex- Grogan. Joe. -40 acres land
13.50
!
f
pecting visitors and baptisthal ser- Jones, Mrs. G. A., 1 lot 4.50
next
vice
-Sunday night. Service Jones, P. L., 15 acres land
5.24
begins at 730 o'clock.
3.00
Orr, Marion D., 20 acres land
Young People's meeting at 6:30 Lee, Minus, G., 50 acres land
8.73
P. M. Sunday.
'46.35
.Miller, John C., 160 acres land
Prayer meeting Wednesdayitight Outland, Colie, 60 acres land
12.37
at 7.30 o'clock:
10.50
Outland, Henry. 35 acres land
Official board meeting next Mon- Overbey. Robert N.. 20 acres land
3.76
day at 7:15 p.
'5.50
the pastor's. Ray:Willie H.. 21 acres land
neIR
study.
8.30
Styles. W. B.. 60 acres land
416441 Iviger proon
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME."
35.01
Thompson, Mrs. Udilla, 1 lot
E. B Motley. pastor. Turnbow, Fred, 99 acres land
1610
-PROMISCOUS
/Isom drasn•I
It Pay's to Read the C1Meds1Pogue. Thomas M, 9 acres land and 1 lot
22.00
944.1.1 music'
.CITYrtsCif MURRAY (Colored)
12.50
.
Beauregard, GeorgTeC
1000
9.50
Beauregard, Charles, I lot
wendors,
2.63
Bradley. W. A. 1 lot
_
7.50
-------Curd, Wallis, 1 lot- ___________ __
7.00
Diggs, Allie, 1 lot
5.00
McClellon, Farmer, 1 lot
11.50
s
BUSSES LEAVE MITRRAV TO- Gammons, Laura. 2 lots
6.00
&KtPaducah: 8 A. Ks 11 A. M.; 5 P. M. Gardner, Torn. 1 lot
3.50
Hopktinville: 7Al A., M.: 2 P. M.. Gilbert, Laverne. 2 lots
13.50
7:34 P. 11.
Groltan, Gators 1 lot
9.50
Dawson Spring's 7146 A. M.; 2 P. M. Hardin, Bert, 2 lots
'WOO
Mayfield: 6 A. M.. 11 A. M.; 5 P.M. Hudspeth, Dave (Estate). 1 lot
„
boovly sw.ill4Arrb4.1, more be4004ing then ner.as
Perla: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
699
Hudspeth, Viola, 1 lot
emperstvews Concha, Me r•otioq, ranging loos/ of Spai.l
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE Martin, Chester, 1 lot
' 13.50
2.00
CAMPUS
TONE'
,
Martin, Betty,.1 lot
15.50
Milan, Sam, I lot
ROI3SON
Connections to St Louis,. Chicago, McGehee, Lon, 1 lot
8.49
DetrOtt, and Everywhere.
, 8.00
Palmer, David, 1 lot
10.24
Perry, Lee. 81 &eyes. land
Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN Ross, Dave, 1 lot,
6.50
•
'
10.49
Smith, Virgil, t lot
r_ (-13.50
Wall, Elmo, 1 lot
•
9.01
Warfield, Mary' Alice, 1 lot
8.49
Murray, Ky.
Phone 454
•
Willis, Ben, 1 lot

Saturday

TODAY and FRIDAY

CODY'

SHERIFF'S SALE OF LAND FOR DELINQUENT STATE, AND COUNTY
TAXES

oPs

•

and-Betty Boop Cartoon

Aarlan

•

Br a III"meet•1•10Y8 t4°16"
0n

'Return of Chandu"
Chapter 6

Sunday and Monday

"YOU WHINING RAT...I'M GOING TO

ILL

Obituary

Joif

la-

.!
_KILI
with

B.
SS
ELME
ARTH
Joe Morrison • Gertrude Michael

Tuesday-Wednesday

Next THURSDAY and FRIDAY

Together - In Giant
Musical Melodrama!
9r,Ty

TRAVEL BY BUT'• I

Convenier't Schedule

DEVIL IS
A WOMAN'

C. RAY LINES

UONEL AIWIll-lbCESAR ROMERO

•
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•
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••••,-
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